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Chap t er I 
I n t ra duction 
l 
P rimarily t h i s pape r wi l l be conc erne d wi t l1 i den t i:fy i ng 
t hose f a cto r s vmi c n dete r n i ne tne deman d f or h i ghe r edu ca t i on , 
esti ma t ing the i r re l ati ve s i gn i f i can c e , and descri bi n g t h e 
rela t i on be t ween them . ;:lome neasur e o f t he amo unt or l evel 
of deman d wi ll be neces sa ry i n o r de r t o compare t h e eff'ec ts 
of the d i fferen t f a cto r s , but the computa tion of t he ove ra ll 
d emc: n d l ev el i s too comp lex to be at temp ted n ere a l t houg h 
some approximations wi ll be sough t as a secondary obj e c t ive. 
oeer,eral of the ma in d i ff icult i es i nvolve d in _ t h i s p ro ject 
S11o u l d brco ~xplained .. ,at. t h i s :Lpoin t along 'ivi t n lJhe procedures 
adopted to ovs rcome them. 
To be g i n '.'Jitn , the r e i s t ue pro bl e~m. of 1:vha t t i me per i od 
i s to be co vered . I t would be des i r¢abl e when i dentify i ng 
the c a u ses of dema n d to be able to re duce as much as p o s s i bl e 
ini'luc n c e s unique for any part i cula r pe rio d . But , of cours e , 
even though a r e l atively l on g p er io c: i s i nc lude c. so t hat 
tra ns i tory i nfl uenc es ma y be mo re easchly de t ec t ed , un i que 
cond i t ion s a r e s till presen t . The t i me peri od s et from a bout 
t 920 to 1 950 be caus e ds t a is not Ev c; i l a ble muc h beyond t h ese 
p oints , a n d the ma in o b jecti ve i s lhni te 6 a acord i n gly . 
~ s econd d i ff icul t y a ri se s when h i gher e ducelJion i s 
s tud i e c.)_ as one of many (i_ i fi'eren t types of goo Ci.s and s ervi c es 
and colilparecl vr i t h these other -cy[_) es . It has se v era l spec ial 
c he.ra c teri s tic s w.ilic h IUbKes sucn treatment lmreali .s tic .. 
2 
to s. c c: rt&i £1 extent. For exar;::p le , educ& tion i s suc h &n 
i ntang i ble t_ni ng t n& t n o body really k novv-s whether or not 
it p rovi des t.ne educn tion it is supp osed t o. It is p os s i ble 
tns. t t he main r esult of t~e se rvic e i s no t educs tion a t a ll 
bu t a screen i n g p rocess tha t serves to s ort out t ne most 
q_ual if"i ed s tuden ts • .nl so , it is not clea r w11ethe r tlle effe ct 
of t h e s ervice d i mini shes wi th ti1ue or increases . " 'l'he c o~1sum? -
tion of g ooG s usually i nvo lve s destruction o r at l e& s t detc r -
i ora tion and s hrink&ge i n value "1 , but , measure d i n terms of 
i ncome ( to be illus tra ~e d l ate r), the exchan¥ value of ' i ghe r 
e due & tion increases wi t .i1 time . I n t h i s r espe c t, edu.ca t ion i s 
more liKe an i nves t ment than SOEie thing t ha t i s p urc .h.a sed to 
so ti s f y a i:Jai'ticula r want. 
~notner specia l cha r a cteri s tic of h i ghe r educa tion as a 
service f oi' s ale i s tl:J.e l a r e;e vari e t y of t :;l-_pes of' i nst i tutions 
and ca t ego ries of consLmlt: rs . .i·~~any individua l s an d g r oups suc h 
as bus i nes s organ ization s , 11nil&n t hr op i sts , p riva te and p u blic 
a g enc i e s , etc . tlla t c on t ribu te to t he s upp o r t of n i ghe r education 
are a ctually c on sl..l.IllE::I'S a lthough t hey may neve r u se d i rec tly 
t h e educa tiona l service tney are sup~orting - excep t to the 
exten t t ha t t h ey may emp lo y t he people vvho have become a ctua l 
consm1e: rs or benefi t by liv ing in a s oc i ety de velop e d a n d 
ope r ated to a l 2 r g e ex t en t by colleg e g r adua tes . 
'l 'ne rr1oi:l t c.ua.racter i s tic thing a bout h i ghe r educa tion in t he 
Un i te d .Sta tes i s i-cs e; reat dive rsity. I n f a ct , a c omp l e te 
class i f ic a ti on woul c ha ve to contain almost e.s me.ny d i v i s iow3 
as t ne t ote ... l nuw.ber of inst i t u ·c ions . Am.er ica n i n s ti tut i ons of 
. ~ l p a u l ;H. : ,NY$ w om; Economi c .'FTin:G.ip l es. pf 0 onsump i:lion ) { l 
(.r~· ew -Yol:·k , 1931), p . ~:.i4 . 
. I 
'3 
higne r learn i n g c'ciffe r greatly i n suc h t h ing s as : adm i os i on 
requi r emen t s , di s tributi on o f s t udents amcmg courses or'fere d , 
t YlJes of ciegr ee p rog r ams , s t a ndards, f i nancie.l str en g t h and 
. 2 p res tlge . fuany of t nese d i f f eren ces a r e i n degre e only - not 
i n k in d -- i n d i ca ting e i the r s ucce s s i n t he educu tion a l fi e l d 
o r s irnrJ ly a d i ffe r ence i n a i ms and o bj ectives . The more o bjectives 
a college un der t ake s , the g r et:! te r t ne cor.1p l e x i t y o f the o r gsn -
3 
i za t ion. 
'l'llere are four ma in t y-pes o f i n stitutions a s follo ws : 4 
Un ive rsitie s a r e oe f i ne d by t ne Co:mr:J. i ss i on on i''in<:m c i ng Hi E;he r 
Edu ca tion as institutions thE-~ t o ffe r an un derg<Paduate li be r a l 
a r ts J rog r am, a t l eas t t h r ee fi e l ds of p rofe s s i ona l ed ucation 
' ( de f i ned by k in d an d a ccred itation) , an d g r adu a te s tudy i n clud in g 
r esearc h . l!..'m.pn8s is on r e seerch i s a d i s tinguishin g f e& ture o f 
t he Ull i ve rsi t y an a i s SU)j,.)Osea to be one o f its p rima r y 
o bj e c t i ves . 
'l'he secon d ma in type o f educationa l i n stitution inc l u de s 
t ne s epa r ate libera l a rt s co l leg es which o ffe r a broad , g ene r o l 
course of stud i es . 'l 'i1ey have an a vera ge enrol lmen t of about one 
t housand. Li be r a l a r .t s colleg es t hc:: t o ff e r pro fess i ona l e du -
c a t i on i n a (w i t ion to tne rep~ula r curr ic u lum a r e t ermed conp lex 
libe ral arts college s . 
2. Hichar d Os t ne i mer, A. d t a ti s tical Orp;.; aniza tion of Hi ghe r 
Educa tion in t he Un i t e d d t ates , 1 948.::. 1 949 (Nev·.' Yo r k ';, 19 51), p . '3. 
3 Jo lm D. 1V1 i l l ett , .i!'i ilancing L i t~ne r J:.;ouc a tion in t he Unite d 
dt&t es ( New York , 19 52), p . '7 3 . h l s o , Os t he i me r, 0ta ti s t i c e l 
AnaLys i s of Hi ghe r ~duca tion, pp . 3 , 6, t able of conten ts. 
4 
The t .:1ird g roup cons i sts of the s epa r a te p rofes s i ona l 
i ust i tuti ons incluC. ing ma i n l y : t ea c ner ' s coll ege s , t e c hn i ca l 
scnao l s , t 1eolog i c s l seffi ina ries , genera l a n d s p ec i a li ze d 
p rofes s iona l tr~ ining s c hool s , etc . 
I n tne foun:;l1 g roup are t ile junior colle ges . 
~~ot i nc luded i n a ny of t hese g roups a re tp.e Unit e d. 0ta t es 
fuilita r y ~ca6emi es , a lthougn tney a re fully accre d i ted . In 
addition there are n umerous unaccredite d i nsti t u tions and 
i nsti tutions for a dult educ a t i on . 
tJonL. i nuing v!ith a descrip tion of' t h e diversity of 11i e;he r 
edu c&ti on , it sho ul d also be noted t hb t there a r e many _i fferen t 
t yl-'es a n d g_uc.n ti ti es oi' instruction offered and sev e· ra l ca teg10ries 
of students . I nstructi ona l un its hav e been standardize t"; t o a 
l a r ge exten t t h r oughout t h e country but; not comp l e tely. 'l'he re 
a r e d i fferenc es i n aeman d for a semes t er ' s i n s truction , for ea ch 
year, for sunJIJ.e r t e r ms , etc . 'lhe ma r g i na l util i ty of s ucces sive 
C-fU&n t i t i es of educa t i on c anno-c be a ssumed to be de c rea sing ; and 
i t may a ctually~.' increa s e , c-:t l eas t ·'hen i n struc tion i s so l d i n 
a ~a ckase ti ed wi t h a degree . 'l'he re are seve r Bl c a t e g o r i es o f 
s tuoents a s follo ws : r es i den t s tude 1t c: i n c l u d i ng un de r g r o.ciua t e , 
g r ecu c:; te, full - tilile and p ar t - time ; extension s t u.ten t s -- SOI•le 
t ak i ng co ur ses f or- colleg e crecii t, some not ; a n d adult e ducati on . 
Al t 11oue;.t1 t nt:s e s o urc es of' va riat; i on in dem.and lie wi t,.:lin tne 
s cope of -cne o b j e c L. ives un der t aken he re , t he re i s not enough 
space t o do .muc n more t han i nclude a br i e f acco unt of t n e ir 
influence on en rol lment '.'.~i tll t he f ollovd ng t abl e s a n d c 1art . 
'i'a ole II l'ercen t a g e G l& h g e in £nrollillen t , 1~ ovembe r, 1 9 53 
to ~o vmuber , 1 9344 
J?e;_rt- time un derg r c.uuc. te res i den t enro l l ment 
Full-ti.cne un o_erg r a dua t e res i dent enrol lmen -c 
Non - college - credit ( e x t ens ion and adult ed .) 
Colle g e credit 
14 . (') ~ (J 
8 . 2 !o 
21. 91; 
9 . 7 )> 
Table II '' ercent<::J. ::; e o:r Gradua te .::l tudents by F i e l d"5 
a ll :B' i c lds 
Life Jc i ence s 
P pys ica l dci ences 
J::.;n g inee ring 
:t· s ycholog y 
.Soc i e. l 0c i cnces 
... -iurnan i t i e.:; a n a · r-c.s 
.ciea 1 th P rofe s~ i u.c1s 
J£duca tion 
o t he r P rofess iona l F i e l ds 
'fota l 6tudents 
7. 8 
1 2 . 5 
9 . 4 
3 . 6 
1 0 .l 
6 .1 
0 . 9 
3 ~'i . 6 
1 6.0 
CD.a rt I Gene r a l 'i!·en c'l in Gr sduati ons6 
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}? e re en t 
Ur s.dua t e s 
1~.a le 
8 6 . 9 
93'. 6 
99 . 5 
7 5 .1 
7 '-J . 3 
61. 8 
8 7 .1 
56 . 9 
71. 2 
5 
0o.c.une rce 
1 920 
1931 
1940 
1 9 41 
1 9 50 
19 51 
1 953 
r:io c i a l dc i en c e s 
1 etura l .:;,c i ences 
:Eng i ne e r i ng 
4 Un i ted 8te. t es Dept . o f' ~ -ealt.h, :h. cluce tion , and ·ve l fare , 
Gircula r No . 454 , Res i dent, ~xtens ion, and hdult ~ducat ion 
i L Insti ut i on s of Hi gher ~du c~tion : November , 19 54 , p . 3 . 
6 Duncan Horton- 'J..aylor, '' 'l'.rle .t:ms i ness 0 choo l s : Pass o r 
"'lunk? ", Jfo rtune ( J uEe, 1954 , p . 1 1 2 . 
5 Nationa l ....> c i ence .r·oun da tion , .... "anpov,·er null.( July 29 ,p,5) p . 2 . 
Because of thi s great Qiversity i n h i ghe r edu ce t i on , 
it i s necessary t o concentr ate on only a f ew area s. ~hi s 
paper, t herefore, will be focused mainl y on full - t i me under-
g ra due te enrollme: n t in ac cre ·.i t ed colleges and un i vers i ties , 
a l t 1iougn i t will s till be nece s sary to a c co unt f or t h e other 
t ypes of tra i n ing and education f or pos t-secondary s c hool 
s tuden t s to SOiile e x ten t be c ause t~uey are so c l osely rel ated . 
l!;ven tnoug ll a l a r ge segu~en t of h i gher e duc e:. tion i s to be 
omi tted or mentione d only briefl y , it i s s t ill necessa r y to 
de&.l v.'i tn tne great va riety of rema i n ing services and t h e i r 
u .ses C:t S ·well as Ti.il8 na n y reasons why peop le would Fan t them. 
r nere a r e c.. l so tne varL) US o bs t s cles t o enrollment a nd t_je 
ways in. vv.hi ch t h e se o bs tacles c an be overcmne . 0 bv.i ously , 
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t here a re a g reat ma ny p o sS ible va riabl es to be a ccounted fo r. 
'l 'n i s varie ty see 1s to be msgn ifi ed to in f i n ity WJlen i t i s 
recogn i zed t hat t.i:le rea.so11.S wny one p e r:::>on p urc hases e ducational 
services. a r e a s un i qu e a s t i l& t pe rson i s unique from a ll OL;,je r 
:pe r t.J 011s . No t wo eop l e are a li:':(e i n abilities or e xve ri e nces, 
an d s o eacn one lo o~s at ~hing s from a ~lightly di fferen t 
p 0rsp ective. But p e op l e do 1 ave a .lot i n COiiliLOn , anci_ t .2us 
t n e ir ressons fo r do i n g thing s and t :1.e way t ~ney do t hem na v e a 
grea t C.ea l Of Si ltli l ority . By stu dyi .'1g l c:,r g e g rour:s of' :peop le 
v;e v;i.ll De s tuci.ying the most co.Gii'lOn var i Ebl es be caus e t hey "~Nill 
a:ppecr JTl0 ;3 t frequentl y , an d. ·ch e un i '.:_ue Vfiria b.le s v'ii l l bec ome 
.l! rop ortionc; tely i ns i gn i fica n t. It se eros app rop r i a te, t ne refo r e , 
to co11C ern r ate on a ggregate deman d. rather t ha n denu:·md i n spec i f i c 
cases . 
? 
..,;,.notlie r dif'f i culty t~k· t .sev E;.rely li.u~i ts t he s cor:Je o f 
-c11 i s pape r i s the SCI:i rcity of a vaila ble i nfo rma -cion. 'l'he 
racts and op inions used a re derive d from p ubl i shed i n ves ti -
gr_. ti ont:, and conclusion .s lH3 de by o che r _t)eop l e . .t\..rl i nve s t i ga tion 
of -cl1e den;.and for h i z he r education as at temp tee here has 
appa r ently not been mad e before (O stheimer' s Stu~ent Chsrg e s 
comes t :O.e closest), an d so wl1a t e ver me teri al •,vs s ava ileble ha d 
to be taken from many d i fferent sourc es and r eorgani zed wi thin 
a nm .. framewo r k . Unfortuna tely, these sef.}llen ts d i d not a ll fit 
toge ther smoo tnl y resulting i n L:>eve r &l ;;o in ts of 6 i s oon tinui ty • 
.n.t least thi s collection of' availabl e i nform.E.tt ion E.tnc!. the 
a-r;tem) t -co orgonize i ·c has se r ved to loca te tho se a reas tha t 
need furthur r esea rch. 
'l'he rnea surel!len t of' eb en of the severa l Vtuia ble s ctiscussed 
Dere is acc omp li sned in a va riety of' ways . b'ir s t, i t i s l1eC SSi:3Ci r y 
to fin u sorue unit t iw t repr~ sents the var i a blt; to be used and 
sepeira te out as muon as p o ss i ble all ot.tw r elements •. i"o r 
excHiJ..p l e , v.rhen measuring i n c ome i t i s nece ssa r y to correct the 
Biven f i gu r es for p r ice c na ng es or pe r hep s ue a s o nb l v&riatio n s, 
e1.,C . In tne ca s e of· Inoti vs tion , the _9 ercen t a£';e of ap1; lic a tions 
f'rom di fferent groups o f' p eople i s a useful me F, :.:: ure, a n d s o i s 
tne )ercent of incoow s~ent on d i rferent gooas an d servic e s. The 
d i i'f icul L. i es and a dvo.n t c ges of t hese measur es a re be::; t e X] l a i ne d 
a t the time t~ey are actuall y u sed , bu t it i s app rop riate her e 
to e xp l a in ha w oem<':! Ild its elf i s measure d end tl0\1\' t !le vsr· iabl' ~ s 
are related to it. 
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'' 'l 'n e :He c. sure ot deman d i s the values of actua l J.)UTC J1a ses 
- d . . t' ' . 17 -., 11 . ;n.ad e e ::r:: re ss e . 1 11 un1 ·cs o_ goocs a-c a :)r lc e . ' li O O'·'nng thi s 
defin i t ion , enrollmen t can be Uded to represen t t he quantity 
o1' a i ghe r educ a t i on and tuition can repre .:, ent :9 rice . Uthe r 
vari bbl es sucH &s em) l oymsrn level , G.1\f .P., :::,J O~i ulE.t ion , etc . 
c an a l so be compa red i n thi s .mc.nner a gainst enrolJ~nen t to s e e 
vv-hic h has the grea. t es t effect . 
Actually , :novvevt. r , enrolilnen t, exp r essed e i ther i n tne 
nurnber of stu6snts or i n the money s .:;:: ent on s·cu den t chc..rt;es 
i s inade;:.lua te as a measure of demand beca u se it i s only t he 
eq_uil i brium pain-e be-cween t he forces o f aemand a n d sup_j ly Uki. t 
hap~en to e xi st a t a pa rticular time . Tll8oretically , enro llment 
de crea ses wi tl:1 i ncre<:.sed tuiti on as line 1!; i n Cha rt II. 1'he 
dernB.n d c urve D1 rep r esen t s the nmnber of enrollments t :i.1a t 
could occur s t diffe rent tuition l e v e l s . h i s s c hedule i s 
Cnar t II h.nrollment as a func -cion of Demand and 0upp l y8 
Tu i t i on 
J:!:nrollmen t 
1' 
E 
con s t antly c:O.a n g i ng . 1->.8 s oon as a p urchase i s made of 
h i gher e6uca t i on or a ny other g ood or se rvic e , the v\~hole 
'7 
1\Jystrom , J.?rinc i p les of ~onsmrmtion , p . 3 7. 
8 ·~;arren c. Wa i te and Ralp h L!assa.dy Jr., 'rne Consumer e nd 
The Economic Orcier ( 1\lew Yo rl< a n Ci. London , 19 39 ) , I . 1 56 . 
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deman d s chedule shif'ts to a new leve l be ca u se some o f the 
Ci.es i re he s be en t empora r ily satisfi ed a mi some i n come 
e xp ende d l ea :vin g l es s a va i labl e fo r s u cceed i n g p urchase s • 
.c1. deman d curve , t hen, does no t rep r esent s u c c es s ive a ction s of 
the con s urae r s but onl y p o t enti a l demand . 9 Wherr-ever t he s u pf; l y 
c u r ve inte r sects a demand c u r ve e x i s t ing e:t t t il e same t i.J:11e , 
par t of thi s p o t en tia l i s conv e r t e d into a ctua l d_emand and 
t aKes the f orm of enrollments . But demand al s o i nc l u des t h i s 
p otentia l an d s houl d no t be r ep r esen ted s olely by a ctua l 
10 
p ur c i1a s e s • 
'l'h e deman d s c l1e dules a r e not k n ovm excep t a t t he p oint 
1-vhe r e they coinci de v,i t h a supp l y s c hc clule a nd a p urc ha se 
i s ma de. Jia c h i n dividua l may ha v e s ome va gu e c on cep t o f n i s 
ovm s c h e dule s f or ma n y goods and service s , bu t t b.e r e i s a 
gre a t dea l o f v&ria ti on. ~ n i nd i v i du a l may e v en rea ct v e r y 
d iffe r ently to the same ma r l-ce t s i tua t i on un de r apra ren t l y 
s L ni l a r con o i "G i on s • 
.A.no t he r lirni -r,a t i on o f enrol1m8n t as a measure o f d emand i s 
t ha t it i s r es tricte d t o onl y on e p oint i n t h e time d i mens i on 
o f' dem&n o . Tlle v&ri a bl E:: s t lla t affec t dema n d are no t linli te d 
in t h i s V.i<.-.. y but a r e effe c t ive l ong be f o r e e nrollme n t i n c olleg e 
an d con tinue dur i n g s tudent yea r s . 'l'h is e ffect can be i.:lee_s ured 
b y re co r d ing chan ges i n enrolbnen t a t s ucc ess ive s t &g e s i n t ae 
educationa l process . £o r examp l e , i t hc_, s be en f ound t na t: 
9 0 ska r iv1orga n s t ern , " Dema n d •r _c:t eory he c on s i de Te d tt, 
The J ourna l o f' Economic s , LXII n o. 2 ( Febr ua ry, 19 48 ), 
p . 17i. 
10 Will i am H. Kiekhoffe r, ~cono~ic P rin cip l e s , P ro bl ems , 
a n d P o lici e s, 3d e d . ( New Yo rk, 19 48 ) -, :p . 4 22 . - - ----
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Accordi ng to a n overa l l e stima t e 90 De r cen t of a ll 
the cnil "ren born i n a ny yea r will go as fa r as the ·· - l..L 
s i xth g r ade o f an e l ementary schoo l; 60 p e rcen t will 
reach t he se con d year of h i gh s c hool; 45 percen t will 
g radua te f r om h i gh s c ho ol; 1 5 p e r c en t will f i n ish t he 
s opnomore c l C1SS i n coll e ge ; 7 pe rcen t will t ak e t he ir 
degrees .ll · . 
Ther e a r e a va riety of o bs t a c les t ha t caus e t h i s a t t :r:·i t i on 
som.e o f wn i cn \'!i l l be d. i s cusse6. bo l ov,, g roupec: to gether i n t wo 
main ca t ego r i es : f i nancia l barr iers and l eve l s of f i tness • 
.Gu t i t s no ul d be unde r s too d t hs t these o bs""Gacles c &n be 
ex1)ecte o to occur <inr.abined i n va r ying amounts , a nd s eve r a l 
o bsta cles t ogethe r can be quite a i ~ c ouraging . 
Des.:_J ite t hese limi t a tion s , enrollment i s s t ill useful as 
a me c.; sure o f demand and vvherever _p o ss ible s i gn i f icant 
variables wi l l be compa r ed wi th it. 'l'he enrol lment f i e; u r es 
g i ven i n T& b l e I coveri n g the _:? e riod 19 20 t o 1950 are a bout 
as exts ns i ve a s ava i la ble dc.. t a wi ili l p e rmi t , but t h i s shou l o. 
be lon (S enou gh to de t er1rLi ne i f a cha n ge i n one va r i a ') le i s 
a ccompan i ed oy any s i gn i f i c ant c l11-:1n g e i n enrolb1ent .. 6.ov1 c&n 
t r en us be co L..!. ... : a r e · , a n u 1NI1G. t in1'ormo. ·ci u:a C8n be ga ine d. frora 
sucn a COl:G.pc:. r i son? . Noti ce sl10 ul d be · tak en o f :p l a c es v.ne re 
bou:U trsnds , enro l l men t a11ci the va riEbl e be i n g studi e cl , ri s e 
or f a ll in the s a me p l a ce and to t he s ame r e l at ive de g r ee . 
If tne overall s l opes of e a ch tren6 corres~ on d a nd/ or if Ley 
f l uctua te s i wi larly tiley are l i k e l y t o be r e l a t e ;·, i n ::; o :,"e way . 
Of course , i t is p o ss ibl e to f ind a n i gh degree o f correl a t i on 
betv;een enroll ment and sorr.eth:Lilg l i J.ce t n e vari~::. tions in cne 
annua l ra i nfa l l i n Bulga ria . Correl at i on r o r: sn ' t nec es s a r i ly 
1 1 - . "" l 'l dorace h . Ka _en , 'I'n e :l!.;duce. t i on of :iTre e 1•· en 
i~ev-r Yor.Lc , l 9~.i:9 ), p . '75 . 
Year 
1900 
1905 
1910 
1915 
1918 
1920 
1922 
1924 
1926 
1928 
1930 
1932 
1934 
1936 
1938 
1940 
1942 
1944 
1946 
1948 
1950 
TABLE I 
"Statistics of Higher Education: 1~Faculty, Students, and Degrees" ~ 
1 1 1 } 
Total Ages 18 to 21 Student Enrollment in Higher Ed. 
Population Inclusive Number Total Population Pop.l8-21 
75,994,757 5, 930,765 237' 592 0.31% 4.01% 
84,219,378 6,583,109 264,345 0.31 4.02 
91·, 972,266 7,335,453 355,213 0.38 4.84 
99' 342',.625 7,339,624 403,558 0.41 5.50 
103,587,955 7,342,126 440,142 0.43 6.00 
105,710,620 7,343,126 597,880 0.57 8.14 
109,872,675 7,680,393 681,076 0.62 8.87 
113,202,319 8,016,972 823,063 0.73 10.27 
116,531,963 8,353.561 917,462 0.79 10.98 
119,861,607 8,690,150 1,053,955 0.88 12.12 
123,076,685 9,033,000 1,100,737 -0.89 12.19 
124,839,982 9,128,000 1,154,117 0.92 12.64 
126,372,877 9,211,000 1,055,360 0.84 11.46 
128,051,867 . 9,395,000 1,208,227 0.94 13.65 
129,823,200 9,395,000 1,350,905 1.04 14.38 
131,669,275 9,753,537 1 J~-94, 203 1.13 15.32 
134,407,385 9,853,000 1,403,990 1.14 14.25 
138,083,449 9,776,000 1,155,272 0.84 11.82 
143,414,000 9,537,000 1,676,851 1.17 17.58 
146,114,000 9,273,000 2,616,262 1.79 28.21 
150,697,000 8,824,000 2,6.59,021 1.76 30.13 
Increase 1900 to 1950 
74,994,575 2,893,23.5 2,421,429 
98.29% 49-41% 1,019.15% 
'I'.n~r;f!x :t:r:fv ... J.. ;g rg~n. eb~olllnen ts .itl"c.:. r.D.'148 7.,at:tru' i t'!50 .:; v.reret:ld uel: to: .the 
l a r ge influx of v etE:ore.ns . No tice tha t the student p oup l &tion 
:b.?t$ g~g? tm u~o tfls t~ p~ tl l Yrd~~1an ·.:."'t!j.e c~~n~n:ra l dp pp ul a :U,:iogr e s .- vre.ll a s 
the f a ct t ha t mo r e p eopl e oi' schoo l a g e a re a 'ttm1o.ing i n s ti t u -
:tiutl~ c o_f ~ h i g}le_ :f:'c i ~a I'l1ifil.&;~. 0 1_1 L_~:';. l·; ~:. ~; :_·, , , ~ , U.' C C: ~; U f '.' r• ~· l. :. "·- j_ :; ~ : :_ 1 e 
1e · United States Bureau of Education Biennial Survey of 
Educ at ion: 1946-48, Chapter 4, Section 1 (August, 1951), p. 6. 
Student enrollment includes resident college enrollment 
for the regular se s sion only (September to June); excludes 
correspondence, extension, and off-campus students. 
l~ 
lilean a cauaa l r elation. betv.;een the :br,;o i tems compar ed -- it 
.rrHiY mean i nstead tl1a t botl:1 a r e pr i .llta rily influence d ·by s ome 
otner vc.r i c.d.Jle. If' cna.ne:;es i n a var i a ble coH s i stenT;ly l ead 
c hsnges i n enrollmen t there i s a much e;Te& ter likel i .tlo o o of 
a c a u sa l r e l c.t i on . 'd.llen dea ling with sucll frtctors as i n .. c on e , 
f'ees , G1\f..t? or even soc i a l stEJtus it is veTy p o ss ible tll8 t t .t1e r e 
i s some such conll.!lon determi nant or El t leCJ.s t thc. t 't .t1ere i s soKe 
d..up lica tion - one meo..sure representing essen -c i ally -cne s&me 
thing as ano t he T. 1'nus mul ti:p le correlation r ay i dl y becor:J.es 
meen i ngless ~hen mo re than four or five var i abl e s a re u sed . If 
it ~ere no t for thi s eff~ct and t he l ack of data , i t mi g ht be 
po s~ible to meusure t no s e comp onents of demand , such as r!lo ti-
v~:;. t i on , v:nich c a 1 not be measursd directly by 3U~IJJ <:..s.r i z ing t he 
.ttects of tne Knovm Wlric-.bl es and subtr·a cting them from the 
tota l deman d as representeli by enro llmen t • 
.Because of t.he inadeq_usc i es o f botl1 enro l lment as a r.eusure 
0 f c .. erae nd and tl1e correlation of enrollment to ·va ria bl e;:, , 
another s upf.! l e.men tC~ry <:lp jJ roac rl i s used. . In s t ead o f a tt:en~pting 
to find the exact rela tion between a l a r ge nwnber of var i ables 
a n d O.emand , a good app r oxi m<::i tion ca n be a chieved by e; r ou:p ing 
them into a few ma i n co.tegories , e Bt i mu ting c omp brative 
chEn~es in l eve l of each category from cha nees i n the i r 
compone11ts , . ond t hen co~rpc: ring the ca t ego rie s . For exar'l:~ l e ; 
a stuaen-c ' s ability to mee t t ne financia l req_uirements of higher 
e uuca t i on cl ep en "'.. s 011 suc .i1 f'<:::.c t ors as : sa vings , i ncome , pa rt -
t i me en.l.; l oynJ.cnt Or'.fJ ortun itie s , Gl'{f' , etc. If mo s t of these 
v&ri&bles seem -co tH:.1. Ve i .rhp roved s ubs tLJ.ntia lly durin g the 
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p er io G. studied without & corresl-l ond ing i ilCl"eas e in enrollmen t 
i 0 i s 1e0sonable t o asSUL!le t ha t othe r va riabl e s a r e more 
s i t;.rl i f i can t . ui' course , tu i s · ~:: pl) roacil y i e l ds only a rou£:;11 
apij ro x i liLCi t i on , but the r esults cannot be l ess rel i able t han 
tnose ob~ined from a more i nvolve d s tudy of the e ffects o f 
e &c h va riabl e . 
Tne f irst step in p ursuing t he o bjectives stotec.i. in t L.e 
mann e r outlined a bove is to i den tify t he ma i n corrp onents of 
deman d . In g enera l, then, it c a n be s t a ted t na t t he de· and for 
ni g he r education , like tne deman d for othe r goo d s and serv i ces, 
i s tne arnollil t t hat _pe ople are vl'illing an d able to buy . f!'lo t i va tio n 
and the ability to meet~ f i nancial and s c hola stic requirements 
a re the p rimC:J r y conditions for deman d -- both are essen tia l, for 
motivc. tion alon e cannot p rovi de sati sfa ction , end without 
~o tiva tion tne r esources at han d will not be utilized • . 
\\ 
•.• P .·yc.i.lolog ic a l e conoll.i. ic s •.•• r e cogn izes t lla t a ct i on i s 
a :t'1.mction of' both enablin g c ond i tions a n d r10tiva tiona l forces . 
'l'he enc. bl i ng concl.i t i ons •.• se t more or l ess f l exible lirrli ts 
INi t:O.in which the 1:UO t iv<~ tiona l f orces ope: rate. 1113 The dema n d for 
higne r e duc e. tion i s considered h e r e to be a florrn of' '' a ction'', a n d 
the Bbility to mee t the requi rements i m;; o sed by in s ti tutions of 
h i g l1er l ea rni ng -- ma inly f i nanc i a l a n d sc hola stic -- dep e nd on 
t he enabling c ond i t ions (suc h a s i n c ome, s c ho l a rship , etc.). Tne 
motivationa l f orces a re reco gnized to be a t lea st e qu a l in 
l.4 
i mp or t anc-e ·co the enabling co 1d.ition s as dete r mi nants of demand . 
lQ Georg e Katona, ".h . b tudy of Purc hsse Decisions,~ , Con sume r 
Bel1~vior ( .i.~ ew York , 19 54 ), p . 00. 
4 : :i:.d uca tiona l Op portunities f or_ Youth, v·is l te·r Ba nie l s , ed . , 
(.i.'IJ ew York , 1 955), pp 1 ;)9 -16 4 : 11k ust .. \ -e Choose" from .Logan ·~ iil son 
" Will 'I'hc r e be 'lio o J.v~<:i ny Colh;g e Gr a duc• tes 11 • 
The- follovving three chap ters , therefo r e , will be conc e rned 
with d i s covering a n d evaluat i n g the var i abl es ths~ affect 
mo tiva tion and ability to mee t r equirements . 
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Chap ter TI 
Requiremen t s and ~a bl ing Conditions 
In thi s cnap ter the variable s s ff ecti n g bo t ll the obs t ac l e s 
t o n i gher e ducation and the va ri ous me ans ava ilable to 
surmount t hese ob s t a c l es wi ll be -caken up se_[Ja ra tely an d. 
c ompa red d.i rectly 1.dt.n enrolL'!lent as tne r E::p r e sentation of 
dema nd . Tne net ef':t'ect of Etn e "va r i a bles on ea c h s i de ce.n 
t hen be surnraa rized and com_i) are d wi th mo ti va tional forces. 
'J:'ne u s e of tne t e rra "re q uiren en ts" i .nstead of p r ic e w.r1 i c h 
i s the u s ua l c oncH t i on for p urchase of a g oo d or servic e i s 
indica tive of n i ghe r e ducation ' s sp e cia l characte r i sti c s . 
I ns titution s of h i e he r e du c a ti on a ct to a c e rta in e x t en t lik e 
buye rs i nstead of sellers i n tha t they are s ele c t i ve of t he 
t y.i:)e of a..,.,p lic &rn s they vvill a cc e j_:; t . ochola rshi req u i r err..en ts 
are i mp osed as we ll as certain soc i a l re s t r ic tions (g roup ed · 
un c1er t he titl e "leve ls of fitness" ), . and the f i na nc i s. l 
r e qu i r ements a re a d justed by sc ho l a r shi ps , l oans , etc. to 
. . 
a c como da te des irable·-, stuC::. en t s . Howeve r, s i n ce our s o c i e ty · 
i s orga n i zed on a 1 f&nanc i~l bas i s, goo d s a n d se rvic es 
i n clut inB h i ghe r enuca -cion go lar~ely to t ho s e who can pay 
"1 f d ' . J . f' . . 1 for t11ern - rega r o ess o · ne e or o-cner qu a . l · l C& t l ons . Thu s , 
s ome c 11ildren of v!ee lthy L)8T ents may not ha ve a s g r ea t a des i r e 
for ~ i~her e duc a t ion or as much sc hola st i c a b i l i ty a s son e 
1 Wa i te an d. Cassa dy , The Go nsume r a nd t he :Lconomic Or de r , 
p . 26 . 
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wh~se pa r ents are no t abl e ·co affo r d college ex1Jcnses , 
and yet "Lhey ( the vv-ea l t hy children ) are more lLcely to 
enroll. Tnis di sf&rity is not as vvssteful as mi gh t be 
expe c ted if 'la ble IV i s v e r y re liable . 
•:rabl e I V > e r cent of' l11&le 0tuoents Hith ... ,. . G. C. 'l'. 2 
.:)cores exc eedi n g 1 20 by f Et ther ' s occupation 
l' r o fe;_;s i onal an-~ 
r.J.hnagers and ?rop rie t ors 
Cl erical 
.:..)k i lled manua l 
uel;~ i - sk illed 
Unskill ed 
Te; ol e s LV cJilG Vll snow t ha t these occupationa l g r oups 
are listed i n descend i ng ora e r ac cordi ng to i ncoiTe ( in g erieral) . 
&~tone time tuiti on constituted a r e l ati vely srna ll ~arT. 
of t he financ i a l barr i er because so many students lived a v2 y 
from :nome and hE1.d t o pay fo r r oom and bo a r d . 'l'he i ncree s e in 
urben institut i ons has reduce d thi s liv i ng e~_pense f bc t o r 
sm,:ev":na t and tui "Lion · i s more sit; n i f ica n t -- es;;:·ec i a lly s i n ce 
inst i tutions of n i gher eGuca ti on have come to r e l y on it 
more as a sourc e of i ncoille . It i s about the only source of i n come 
2 Ricn&rd .d . 0 s tlle i n;.er , 0 tudE:n t Gha r ge s ancl I!' i nancing 
~Ii gner .r..duc t. tion . ?ublished for the Commi ss i on on l!' i nanc i n g 
iiie:;her .Gduca tion ( 1~e-vv York , 1 952) ), p . 129 •. From Anderson , 
Bro wn, and Bov;me.n , "Inte lligence and Oc cupe tiona l ..:,~o b i li tyn , 
'I'he J- ourna l of Politic al .b;conomy' J une , 1 9 52 ) , p . 223 . 
that can be adjusted somewhat to the general price level. In 
addition to tuition, several types of student charges have been 
adopted by institutions rather than increase the charges too 
much.4 There are: residence charges, student activities 
charges, and miscellaneous expenses (clothing, books, 
transportation, laundry, etc.). There are also some addition-
al fees that may not be found in all the instututions such as: 
registration fees, matriculation fees, laboratory fees, general 
fees, health fees, contingent fees, incidental fees, building 
fees, penalty fees, and late registration and late exam fees.5 
In addition to these charges plus living expenses, the student 
may also be considered to have the expense of foregoing employ-
6 
ment during his school years. 
The collection procedure also makes a difference in the 
burden of financing an education. It is the customary 
practice to collect the full tuition and other fees at the 
beginning of each semester, partly because it saves on 
bookkeeping and partly because it helps to insure that students 
will remain throughout the entire period. Usually the room 
4 . Some institutions have to do this to avoid restrictions 
in their charters while some want to keep tuition low to give 
the impression of low fees. Millett, Financing Higher 
Education, p. 294. 
5 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 294. 
6 Ibid., p. 389. 
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and board money is collected once each month, although some 
women's private colleges, where all the students reside on 
the campus, set a single charge which includes tuition along 
with room and board. In such schools t hey expect payment o~ 
the total, $1800 to $2400 or more in two or three equal 
installments. 
Aggregate statistics on ~ees are not very plenti~ul, so 
the in~ormation collected by Trevor Arnett in 1939 is especial-
ly use~ul even though limited in extent. 
TABLE V 
Distribution o~ Students and Institutions by Fees Charged.7 
1928-29 1932-33 1936-37 
Inst Stud Inst Stud Inst Stud 
Less than $50 8.5 10.5 8.0 9.3 6.5 7-4 
50-99 12.5 21.3 12.5 23.1 11.5 26.4 
100-149 6.9 8.5 12.0 6.3 10.5 7.0 
150-199 18.0 8.6 19.5 8.3 17.5 7.0 
200-249 14.5 10.6 12.0 7.6 12.5 7.6 
250-299 10.0 7.1 10.5 6.7 12.5 8.7 
J 00-349 11.0 17.1 13.5 19.0 12.0 14.4 
350-399 3.5 6.9 2.5 4-5 3.0 4.5 
400-449 9.0 9.9 9.5 10.6 9.0 11.3 
450 & over 1.0 1.1 3.5 4.6 5.0 5.7 
I~ the percentage student enrollments as listed in Table V 
are plotted ag ainst tuition level, the result is a very 
irregular "demand" curve. The drastic reversals at successive 
levels in this chart o~ enrollment vs. tuition must mean that 
the size o~ the ~ee is a · secondary ~actor to many people. The 
7 Trevor Arnett, Trends in Tuition Fees (New York, 1939 ) 
p. 6. Most of the institutions charging ~ees less than $100 
are state institutions; most of the $150 - 199 institutions 
are private colle ges, and most of the $300 institutions are 
private universities. Enrollment at summer sessions is not 
included. 
1.8 
largest enrollment is in one of the low tuition groups, but 
not the lowest. The explanation for the irregularity may be 
due to supply. Most of tbe students would probably be in the 
lowest tuition group if more colleges offered this rate. 
There is also a monopoly factor involved with the more favorable 
located or better known institut ions able to attract large 
enrollments despite high costs. 
Tables VI, VII, and VIII all show a continued increase 
in student fees in all types of institutions, most sections 
of the country and in the national totals, but enrollments 
have also increased. 
TABLE VI 
Average Percent of Increase in Fees, Loans 
Scholarships, and Enrollment 1928-29 to 1936-37.8 
19 
Fees Loans Scholarship and Enrollment 
student aid 
State Institutions 
Eastern Area 
Southern Area 
Middle Area 
Western Area 
Total average 
Private Universities 
Eastern Area 
Southern Area 
Middle Area 
Western Area 
Total average 
Private Colleges 
Eastern Area 
Southern Area 
Middle Area 
Western Area 
Total average 
44.7 
55.5 
38.9 
36.8 
46.6 
13.1 
19.2 
5.9 
16.6 
14.6 
26.1 
25.5 
25.8 
24.3 
25.8 
16.7 
37.5 
10.6 
42.3 
21.1 
63.0 
41.5 
-99.7 
-28.2 
37.2 
11.8 
81.4 
148.7 
128.2 
78.0 
(Data not 
requested) 
54.3 
- 9.5 
188.5 
50.9 
39.2 
111.7 
53.7 
115.2 
50.9 
8 Arnett, Trends in Tuition Fees, p. 26. 
90.7 
47.3 
- 3.5 
22.3 
19.4 
- 0.7 
19.8 
25.0 
7.4 
5.8 
4.1 
3.9 
-10.0 
21+.3 6.6 
TABLE VII 
"Increases in Average Undergraduate Student Charges9 at 216 Selected Institutions between 1940 and 1950" 
20 
Average student Average student Percent 
charges, 1940 charges, 1950 increase 
Private Institutions: 
Universities (24) $330 $504 52.6 
Complex Colleges (27) 256 410 59.8 
Other Colle ges (87) 245 393 60.3 
Teacher's Colleges (2) 173 252 46.1 
Public Institutions : 
Resident fees-
Universities (25) 103 158 54. 
Complex Colle ges (12) 70 101 44.8 
Other Colleges ( 5) 83 109 31.8 
Teacher's 6olleges (34) 62 87 41.9 
Public Insti t utions: 
Non-resident fees--
Universities (25) 193 349 81.2 
Complex Colleges (12) 132 218 64.8 
Ot her Colleges (5) 120 149 24.1 
Teacher's Colle ges (34) 138 215 55.9 
The student charges listed here include educat ional fees and 
s t uden t act ivitie s, but not dormitory, dining, special instruc-
tion and penalty fees or deposits. 
TABLE VIII 
~rend in Average Fees paid to Insti t utions of Higher Learning10 
1949-50 
1947-48 
1945-46 
1943-44 
1941-42 
1939-40 
1937-38 
1935-36 
1933-3h 1931-3~ 
1929-30 
1927-28 
1925-26 
148.5 
116.5 
127.9 
133.8 
143.2 
134.0 
132.4 
130.8 
130.~ 130./ 
131.0 
122.5 
85.3 
9 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 297. 
"A study of the institutions which increased tuition 
fees '~10. 00 or more in the period indicates that 
while in many institutions the enrollment decreased, 
yet in the mitority of institutions enrollment 
increased." 
But this enrollment increase does not mean necessarily that 
fees have been an ineffective barrier. It is probably more 
correct to assume that other factors have caused such a large 
increase in the number of applicants that there has been a 
net increase in enrollments despite those who have turned 
away; that is, larger enrollments can support larger fees, 
but larger fees are not a cause of larger enrollments. One 
reason for this assumption is the increase in population of 
student age as shown in Table I. There has also been a 
strengthening of other factors encouraging the demand for 
higher education to be pointed out below. At any rate, 
larger fees are associated with larger enrollments, except 
that they do not respond very rapidly as shown in Table VIII. 
Notice that the drop in enrollment in 1931-32 was not followed 
by a drop in average fees, and that the average fee was slow 
to catch up with the post World War II surge in enrollments. 
Actually, the post war increases in tuition were really quite 
small when the price rise during this period is considered. 
The ability of the student to meet these charges depends 
on the finances at his disposal through family support and/or 
what he can earn himself. Both sources, of course, depend 
11 
Arnett, Trends in Tuition Fees, p. 22. 
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on general business conditions in the student's section of 
the country and in the nat i on as a whole. 
The very definite increase in percent enrollment with 
increased income shown in Table IX indicates that income is 
at least one of the prime factors determining effective demand. 
TABLE IX 
"Percent of 1,023 Superior Milwaukee High School Graduates in 
1937 and 1938 Who Went to ·College Full Time, According to 
Parental Income. nl2 
Parental Income 
Under $500 
$500 to $999 
$1000 to ~1499 $1500 to 1999 
~2000 to t;P2999 
'il>3000 to $4999 
$5000 t o $7999 
$8000 and above 
All 
Percent in College Full Time 
20.4 
26.8 
25.5 
28.9 
. 44.4 
72.9 
92.0 
100.0 
34.5 
Total national income and even per capita income is of 
limited significance because of inequalities in distribution. 
Even if distribution were approximately 
TABLE XX 
· Change in Income Distribution since 1940. 13 
22 
Income Group (1 55) 
8,299,000 
? 
17,350,000 
2,273,000 
1,500,000 
units Percent change 
Up to $200 
$2000 to $4000 
$5000 to $9000 
f>lO,OQO to $14,000 
Over $15,000 
-33% 
slight increase 
f'l81 % 
/.221~ }.!300~( since' 45) 
12 Ostheimer Student Charges, p. 125 . "T)le students had 
IQ•s of 117 and above, the ran~e of the top 15% of the high 
school graduates in the state. Source:· H.B.Goetsch, Parental 
Income and College Opportunities (New York: Teacher's College 
ot Columbia University, 1940), Table 26, p. 87. 
l3 John Harriman, "The Greatest Market on Earth", Boston 
Globe (November 13, 1955). 
equal per spending unit14, the differences in financial re-
quirements and assets between such units causes a wide 
variation in the effectiveness of income on enrollment. 
Even disregarding differences in consuming tastes and 
attitudes toward education, the income available to 
prospective students may be reduced by the number of 
children in the family, the health of the various members, 
etc. In the case of families with very low incomes and/or 
special needs, even though the prospective student may be 
able to earn his own way or obtain outside help, his income 
may be essential to the families collective support and 
cannot be spared. 15 
It should be remembered that money income is often 
quite different from real income. " ••• The same money 
income does not provide the same real income, and, moreover, 
it is not likely to do so. Similarly, the same real income 
16 
may yield different psychic inco:roos." Since real incomes 
do not have a common denominator--except something agreed on 
arbitrarily--we have to use money income as a close 
approximation. 
In recent years, the student and his family have had to 
contend with rising costs of hi gher education and higher 
living costs in general. Ostheimer estimates that the 
14 A spending unit consists of one or more individuals 
who pool their incomes to meet common expenses. 
16 Waite and Cassady, The Consumer and The Economic Order, 
p. 28 . 
minimum fami ly income required to finance a colle ge education 
in 1950 had to be about 70% larger than the minimum in 1940. 
This difference, however, would only be enough to offset the 
effects of higher living costs and not higher taxes. 1 7 On 
the basis, 70%, the increase in disposable personal income 
shown in Table XXI doesn't seem high enough. The increase 
24 
for manufacturing workers, however, doesreem adequate (Chart III). 
TABLE XXI 
Enrollment compared with Consumer Pri ·ce Index. 
Enrollment as Percent Consumer Price Indexl8 19 Disposable 
of Population 18-21 for cities over Personal (from Table I) 50,000. 1953 = 100 Income 
(In Constant 
1920 8.14 77.8 
1922 8.87 63.6 
1924 10.27 66.1 
1926 10.98 68.3 
1928 12.12 65.9 
1930 12.19 63.4 859 
1932 12.64 50.9 703 
1934 11.46 51.8 725 
1936 13.65 54.8 888 
1938 14.38 55.7 858 
1940 15.32 55.4 981 
1942 14.25 64.5 1,245 
1944 11.82 69.1 1,312 
1946 17.58 74.9 1,247 
1948 28.21 90.1 1,211 
1950 30.13 90.0 1,280 
17 
Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 134. 
l8 The Economic Almanac, 1956, Frederick W. Jones ed., 
(New York, 1956). 
l9 United States Department of Commerce, Office of 
Business Economics National Income A supplement to the Survey 
of Business, 1959 ed. pp. 24, 25. 
$) 
GhCJ.rt 1IIA.ve r age ~~e c,kly .l!.arnings a n d Consu.rner Pr ice s 
Road kaps of Industry ~ o. 1006 . Na tional Indus trial 
Uonfe r ence ..ooara, Hew York (April 8 , 1955 ). 
·25 
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:B'rom: Bureau o f La bor Statistics and lJepartment of Gomme rce . 
The ability or the average ramily or the individual 
student to pay for a college education does not depend 
completely on current income. Since a relatively heavy 
burden is concentrated over a short period or time, 
accumulated earnings and credit must be drawn on. Actually, 
it is the size of the assets that counts most rather than the 
income therefrom because the income is relatively insigniricant. 
TABLE XXII 
rtDistribution of Liquid Assets According to Income Group1120 
1948 Annual Money 
Income berore Taxes 
Under $1,000 
$1,000 to $1,999 
$2,000 to $2,999 
$3,000 to $3,999 
$4,000 to $ 4,999 
$5,000 to $7,499 $7,500 . and over 
Median Amount or 
Liquid Assets 
0 
80 
150 
270 
500 
1,350 
4,500 
Judging by ~able XXII, a college education costing rrom 
$ 3000 to $8000 would clearly be too great a strain ror 
families with a![~ sets less than $2000 to ·$3000 and would be 
difficult ror families under $5000. Privately held liquid 
assets have increased enormously since 1929 starting with a 
total net equity (Total financial assets less total liabilities) 
or $57,400,000,000 in that year and rising to $308,400,000,000 
in 1954 with no interruptions.21 
20 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 122. 
21 Economic Almanac 1956, p. 416. See also: U. S. Dept. 
or Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Business Statistics, 
p. 92. 
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One of the factors affecting the ability of college 
students to overcome the financial barrier is the geographical 
proximity of population to institutions of higher learning. 
It has been found that " ••• about three fourth·s of our total 
population reside within a thirty-mile radius of most of the 
22 
colleges and universities." If the institutions are 
- 2.7 
concentrated near population centers, as this finding indicates, 
many students can live at home and greatly reduce expenses, and 
it will be easier to find part-time employment.23 
In 1950, about 20% of the college students in the United 
States at t ended institutions of higher learning outside their 
home states and paid an estimated average charge 60% larger 
than that paid by students who stayed in their home states. 24 
There see~ d to be no " ••• significant tendency for the 
proportion of emigrating students to decrease as the average 
charge they paid becomes larger •••• n25 In fact, Ostheimer 
concluded that "••• migration was greatest to those states 
26 
whose institutions charged the h ighest fees". Apparently, 
the opportunity to live away from home has a special value 
22 
Nelson Foote, "The Autonomy .of the Consumer", Consumer 
Behavior, Lincoln H. Clark, ed. (New York, 1954), p. 17. 
23 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 52. 
24 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 94. 
25 Ibid., p. 107, 
26 Ibid., p. 108. 
partly because a large proportion of the population lives away 
from the prestige colleges in the Northeast. But this type 
of demand is limited to those who c a.n afford it or are special-
ly motivated--not more than 20% of the college population. 
To most of the rest, living at home must be an imp ortant part 
of the financial plan. Table XXIII shows t h at the students 
in one state, at least, tend to leave the hi ghly priced 
institutions to outsiders. The tendency for these home 
staters to enter the lower cost institutions seems to indicate 
that those who stay home do so for financial reasons. 
TABLE XXTII 
"Local Full-Time Students Attending Colleges in New York State"28 
Cost of tuition, other 
fees, books, supplies 
$467 and over 
:ik40l to $466 ~301 to $400 
$ 300 and less 
Number of 
Inst i tutions 
10 
14 
14 
11 
Median Percent of · 
Students from local 
Community 
4.1% 
35.9 
50.9 
77.5 
What about the possibilities for a student to earn his 
way through college? "Certainly not in the past twenty years 
have employment opportunities been so extensive whereby the 
student may directly help to finance his higher education." 29 
This opinion seems like a reasonable one in view of our in-
creased prosperity, but Benjamin Fine came to the conclusion 
in 1950 that the days of working one's way through college 
2 8 Floyd Wesley Reeves, Matching Needs and Facilities 
in Higher Education (Albany, New York, 1945), p. 33. 
2 9 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 392. 
were over because there were not enough jobs to g o around at 
the colleges. He found that there were about 900 applicants 
for 300 jobs at Rhode Island State College in that year, and 
that same college had to set a ceiling on how much a student 
could earn ($25 to $35 per month). 30 The American Council 
on Education has also noticed the increasing difficulty for 
31 young people in finding suitable work. 
There may be some disagreement about present and future 
earning possibilities, but one survey of past experiences 
showed that a large proportion of students earned substantial 
32 
shares of tuition by summer and part-time work. The extent 
of this support is described more completely in Table XXXXVI 
showing that quite a large proportion of the men graduates 
earned three fourths or all or · their own way. 
TABLE XXIV 
"Who Paid the Bill?"33 
Supported completely by parents 
~arned less than 1/4 of own way 
Earned 1/4 up to 1/2 
Earned 1/2 up to 3/4 
Earned 3/4 to all 
Men 
Graduates 
17% 
25 
20 
14 
24 
Women 
Graduates 
45% 
26 
12 
7 
10 
30 Benjamin Fine, "Are \l]e Going to Junk Our 'Colleges,n 
Colliers (January 28, 1950), p. 81. 
3l American Council on Education, On Getting into 
College, (Wash. D.C., 1949), p. 46. 
32 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 59. 
33 Haveman and West, They Went to College, p. 19. 
29 
Haveman and West found that 16% of the graduates in their 
Sample who earned more . than one half of their own way received 
mostly A's, as did 16% of those who didn't work at all. Also, 
... 44% of those who earned from half to all their expenses 
held at least one campue4office, as did ••• 48% of those who did no work at all.J 
These results show that part-time work can be successfully 
handled even to the extent of earning . the total college expense. 
Can the burden of college expenses be lightened by spread-
ing it over a longer period of time? Unfortuna.tely, 
it is one of the paradoxes of American economic life that 
credit for housing, automobiles, jewelry, etc., is 
available in vast amounts ••• ; credit for students, on 35 the other hand, is available in relatively small amounts. 
Eventually, p.erhaps, a system of guarantees, involving the 
institutions of higher learning as well as the family perhaps, 
may be found acceptable so that more loans of this type will 
be made. A special service that helps to ease the burden 
somewhat is provided by Tuition Plan, Inc., founded in 1938 in 
New York City. It collects from the student or his parents 
on a monthly basis and pays the institution in two or three 
installments during the year (for a fee of about four percent). 
In 1951 there were about three hundred institutions of higher 
36 learning associated with the organization. Even if loans 
were made more available, and perhaps cheaper, there would 
probably be fewer applicants for them than one might expect 
34 Ibid. , p. 16 5. 
35 Harris, How Shall We Pay for Higher Education, p. 204. 
36 Millett, -Financing Higher Education, p. 302. 
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because many students object to the idea of being tied down 
in the future, and many would rather do without than commit 
themselves in such a way. Students today will accept 
short-term loans for emergencies but not loans over one 
hundred dollars to be repaid after graduation • 
••• Many students who need help are unwilling to 
borrow from student-loan funds, and some are 
apparently untilling to work part-time to assist 
themselves in meeting their budgets.37 
The financial burden may also be eased through the use 
of various types of student aid. 
There are two kinds of awards: outright grants and 
contingent grants. The former do not require repay-
ment in any form. Contingent grants, however, 
require repayment in cash or in labor. Examples of 
outright grants are scholarships, fellowships, and 
prizes. Work scholarships, student loans, student 
assistantships, and reseaBch fellowships are examples 
of contingent grarm ••• • ".5 
Outright grants are not related to the other enabling 
conditions because they are made available by non-student 
consumers of higher education (which have been excluded from 
this discussion) or by t h e institutions themselves. In the 
latter case they fall under the category of supply by serving 
to reduce the price of the service (See Part IV). There 
37 Walter Daniels, ed., Educational Opportunities for 
Youth (New York, 1955); "Student Attitude Toward Loans" 
pp. 116-117 (From: Fred Turner, "Student Loan? No, Thanks", 
Rotarian 83: 22-4, Sept., 1953). 
38 Daniels, ed. "The Problem of Student Aid", Ed. 
Opportunities pp. 99-107 (From Russel T. Sharp et.-al. 
"Financial Assistance for College", Council on Education, 
Wash. D.c., 1946, pp. 10-3~). 
3l 
remains the problem of ability to qualify, but there are so 
many different types of grants that few generalizations have 
been made about them. Some idea: of , ability to qualify can 
be gained by comparing the amount of scholarships available 
with the amount of scholarships awarded in Table XXV. 
TABLE XXV 
"'Scholarships Available at Institutions of Higher Education"39 
National Totals for 1949-50 
Number of Institutions 
Scholarships available! 
Number 
Amount 
Scholarships awarded: 
Number 
Amount 
1,198 
141,554 
124,22} 
$31,056,754.86 
$27 ,000,963.L~9 
Because of the many variables involved, it is difficult 
to get a very precise picture of the financial barrier, but 
it is obviously an effective one. An estimate by the 
National Association of Manufacturers sets the amount of 
colle ge students in this country lost each year through in-
40 
ability to meet tuition charges at 40%. The most com-
pelling evidence of the presence of the barrier found by the 
Roper Survey for the American Council on Education can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Children of men in the professions and all ranks 
of business applied about three times as often as 
children of other income groups. 
3 9 Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Bulletin 
1951, No. 16 Scholarships and Fellowships Available at 
Institutions of Higher Educ~tion (Washington, D.C., 1951) 
40 Morris L. Cooke, Academic and Industrial Efficiency 
(New York, 1910), p. 14. 
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2. 
3. 
4-
5. 
6. 
There is a high correlation between quintile rank 
and father's occupation. 
23% of the applications were to schools in 
student's home community, while 43% were to 
schools in the student's home state. 
Nearly half the applicants expected to earn 
part of their way. 
Only 19% expected assistance from scholarships 
(probably :_""Iow} because possibilities were not 
known). 
9% of the national sample who w~le non-applicants 
would go if given scholarships.4 
A study by Richard Ostheimer can be appropriately sum-
marized here because it includes three of the variables 
already discussed. The fourth, "education", will be taken 
up later but is included here because it has been interrelated 
with the others. Ostheimer attempted to compute the effect 
on enrollment (the percentage of youth 15 to 24 years old 
enrolled in higher education in the United States in the school 
year 1950) of the variables: fee (average charge paid by 
students), income (per capita income in the calender year 1949), 
education (median year of school completed by persons twenty 
five years of age or more in 1940), and proximity (ratio of 
41 American Council on Ed., On Getting Into College, p. 44. 
~he conclusions in On Getting Into College are based on a report 
by Elmo Roper, Factors Affecting the Admission of High School 
Seniors to College, submitted to the Committee on Discrimina-
tion in College Admissions in June 1948. Two samples were 
taken:· A national sample of 10,063 high school seniors and an 
urban sample of 5,564 high school graduates from cities of more 
than 500,000 population; " ••• to represent proportionately two 
major distributions of the population: that of the nation's 
high school enrollment according to type of schools attended--
public, private, parochial--and that of the American people as 
a whole according to census region and size of home community". 
Negro students were omitted because of the segregation in 17 
states, so the universe used was the total number of white 
students graduating from the nation's secondary schools in 
June, 1947. . 
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population of counties in a state with at least one institution 
to the total population in that state).42 The relation between 
enrollment and these f our variables is expressed in the follow-
ing multiple re gression equation:43 
Enrollment = -14.93 - 0.00882 (Fee) 
I 2.554 (Education) 
I 0.00311 (Income) 
I 0.0449 (Proximity) 
Ano t her measure of relat ions ship, the correlation 
coefficient, was found to be 0.858 for all four variables. 
This coefficient is higher than the one for fee and income 
along (0.748), and it means that about 74~ of the variation 
between states in enrollment can be explained by these four 
variables (in that year).44 The exact effect of some of the 
indep endent variables on enrollment is partially obscured by 
an interrelation between them. For example, there is a 
positive association between fees and proximity and also 
between fees and income. 
42 Ostheimer, St udent Charges, pp. 74-121. 
Data obtained from R. c. Story, Residence and 
ration of Colle e Students, 19 9-50 (United States Office 
o Educat on sc. Ser. o. 1 Washington, D.C., 1951), and 
United S t ates Census Report, 1950. Information was obtained 
from a l l the States and the District of Columbia. 
43 A regression equation is an "algebraic expression of 
the nature of the relati onship between two variables" 
(Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 80). The multiple regression 
equation is app licable only on the basis t hat a change in one 
variable is not accompanied by a change in another variable. 
The regression equations for three of t h e four independent 
variables and enrollment are: 
Enrollment= 0.29 I 0.00865 (Income) 
Enrollment = 16.74 I 3.3050 (Education) 
Enrollment = 8.17 I 0.0428 (Proximity) 
44 Ostheimer, St udent Charges, p. 1 01. The correlation 
coefficient"··· reflects the degree of relations h ip between 
the dependent variable(s)" • . It varies from 0 to 1; 1 indicat-
ing a perfect relation. A plus sign direct relation of change. 
(Ostheimer, p. 81). 
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The elasticity of demand can be found by multiplying the 
ratio of fee to enrollment by the regression coefficient for 
fees. The regression coefficient for fees is -0.00882 when 
all four variables are used, resulting in an elasticity of 
about -0.216 with all the variables at their average values. 
Thus, there is an inverse relation between student fees and 
enrollments, and" ••• a percentage increase in the average 
45 
student charge is accompanied by a percentage decrease in the 
enrollment ratio which is one fifth as large ••• ", other things 
46 
remaining constant. 
Enrollment does not seem to be as dependent on student 
fees as on "income" and "education". Actually, Ostheimer 
found some correlation (f 0.346) between fee and income, and 
the other factors are related also. Income had about the 
highest correlation coefficient (f 0.717) of any of the four 
variables used (proximity: t 0.284, education t 0.787). 
The coefficient for fees was not reported, but the correlation 
coefficient for fees and income combined was 0.748, only 
slightly higher than the coefficient for income along (due 
partly to interrelation), indicating that income was the more 
significant. 
45 Ostheimer, Student Charies, pp. 98-99. The average 
values were found to be: fee, ;271; income, $1;244; educa-
tion, 8.4 years; proximity, 67.).%. Demand becomes more 
elastic (although still inelastic) at higher charges, but this 
is partly due to the fact that the regression equation is 
linear. 
46 Ibid., p. 101. 
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Total resident enrollment in all universities and 
colleges47 expressed as a percentage of the total population 
living in the United States48 , when plotted against dis-
posable personal income49 , forms a scatter diagram that is 
somewhat jumbled but which does have a steep positive trend 
line with increased enrollments associated with higher 
national income levels. Plotted as a time series, the income 
and enrollment curves have a fairly common slope (See Chart IV) 
especially when the income data rrom 1930 to 1954 is corrected 
· for inflation. The same element of l ead by i ncome over en-
rollments observed in Table XXI is also noticeable in the 
years 1930-54. 
Reliable comparisons between series with such great 
differences in amplitude are difficult, however, and a corre-
lation coefficient should be computed. Using the product-
50 
moment method of computation a coefficient of f 0.59 is 
obtained which is significantly high. Of course, many ad-
justments should be made in the data used before much reliance 
can be placed on any such measures. The erfects of two world 
47 From Table LVIII and Road Maps of Industry, No. 1038, 
(November 25, 1955). 
48 Statistical Abstract, 1955, p. 13. 
49 For the years 1910 to 1928: Wilfred I. King, The 
National Income and Its Purchasin Power, New York, 19J0; 
p. 7 • For the years 1 0-19 Statistical Abstract, 1955, 
p. 289. (both in current $ ). 
50 Frederick E. Croxton and Dudley J. Cowden, Applied 
General Statistics (New York, 1939), p. 798. 
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wars and a severe depression during the time period used must 
have all but obscured the "normal" relation between the two 
variables. If information were available, a longer period 
should be used and the student population should be defined 
more exactly. 
The second major determinant of admission to, and 
completion of, higher education pertains to levels of fitness. 
Institutions of higher learning regard themselves as respon-
sible for maintaining certain standards, and these standards 
act to regulate the quality of study at the primary and 
secondary school levels--at least for college preparatory 
students. 
An I.Q. of 110 is usually regarded as a minimum for 
satisfactory work at the college level, although the 
President's Committee on Higher Education (1947) thought that 
51 
the minimum should be nearer 100. If intelligence is 
distributed throughout the population according to a normal 
curve, about 25% of the population would have I.Q.s above 
52 
110.8 and 50% above 100. Referring to Table I, enroll-
ments didn't even reach half the 25% objective until the 
1930s and only reached 30% in 1950 because of the influx of 
veterans. Class standing is closely related to intelligence 
5l 49% should complete two years and 32% should complete 
4 years. Daniels, Educational Opportunities for Youth, 
p. 13. John W. Gardner, "The Four Main Problems". 
52 Byron s. Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, 
(New York, 1952) p. 13. 
and has 'been used as a convenient representation ror 
intelligence in several studies or the applications and en-
rollments in institutions or higher learning. (Teacher's 
marks are not inrallible, but they have been round to 
53 
correlate highly with college success. ) One such study 
reports that"··· the proportion or rreshmen entering college 
rrom the rour quartiles (rrom high to low ability) was: 43, 
21, 14, 10 percent ••.• "54 An Illinois study round a 
quartile distribution or 4.5~, 27~, 17%, and 10~ and also 
round that, in the top quartile, 12% were excluded because or 
lack or scholastic promise and 32% because or inadequate 
rinances, as compared with 61% and .59% respectively in the 
lowest quartile • .5.5 The results or a third study are included 
in ~able XXVI. 
TABLE XXVI 
.56 
"Distribution or Applications According to Quintile Rank" 
Quintile Percent or 
Rank National Sample 
QI 
QII 
QIII 
QIV 
QV 
22 
21 
22 
19 
16 
Percentages or High School 
Seniors 
Non- Die-hard 
Applicants Applicants Non-Collegian 
36 
24 
20 
13 
7 
14 
20 
24 
22 
20 
12 
18 
2.5 
24 
21 
.5J Daniels, "Who Should Go To College", Educational 
Opportunities ror Youth, p. 1.52. From George E. Hill, 
"College Proneness, A Guidance Problem", Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (Oct.,l9.54) • 
.54 Harris, How Shall We Pay ror Higher Education?, p. 9. 
55 Ibid. , p • 7 • 
56 
American Council on Ed., On Getting Into College, p. 43. 
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There is definitely a direct relation between the number of 
applicants and Quintile rank indicating that at least some 
of the potential students were deterred by recognition of 
lack of ability. When the non-applicants were asked if they 
would apply if requirements were waived, it was found that 
forty percent of the boys and twenty percent of the girls 
would then apply. These additions would result in a twenty 
57 
percent increase in the total number of applications. 
Since scholastic ability at the college level depends on 
previous education, it can be expected to vary between urban 
and rural communities. Large cities bring together large 
numbers of families in the low income bracket--that is, below 
$ 3,000 to $4,000 today--yet the children from these families 
are able to get a good primary and secondary educat'ion. The 
urban centers in this country replace only about three fourths 
of their population because of low birth rates. The growth 
or decline, or simply the maintenance, of urban populations 
depend on migration from rural areas. It is in the rural 
areas of this country, however, where the most inadequate 
primary and secondary schools are found, generally speaking. 
Also, about half of the nation's children grow up in the 
country.58 Thus, the greater our urban population becomes, 
57 Ibid., p. 41. 
5B ~ead, Equalizing Educational Opportunities, p. 6. 
the greater will be the number of college applicants qualified 
for admittance. Of course, improvement of rural education is 
also a solution. 
Scholastic requirements vary considerably between the 
different institutions, and the student who cannot meet the 
standards at one place may find acceptance and be quite 
59 
successful at another. One reason for this modification 
of standards is intercolle ge competition, but there has also 
developed a greater recognition of non-verbal aptitudes. 
Traditionally the colleges have sifted out as their 
special clientele persons possessing verbal abilities 
and a capacity for grasping abstractions. But many 
other aptitudes such as social sensitivity, artistic 
ability, motor skill and dexterity, and mechanical 
aptitude and ingenuity also should be cultivated in 
a society depending, as ours does, on the ultimate 
division of labor and at the same time upon the 60 
orchestration of our enormous variety of talents. 
By providing educational opportunities for people with these 
other abilities, institutions of hi gher learning in the 
Uni t ed States help to prevent an early separation of youth 
so that, in comparison with the British system which is like 
61 
a long narrow cylinder, the American system is like a funnel. 
59 
James Bryant Conant, Education and Liberty 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1953), p. 47. 
60 United States Census, "Comparative Occupational 
Statistics, 1870-1940" (1943), p. 59; quoted in: Seymour E. 
Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 4. See also: 
President's Committee on Financing Higher Education, HS~her 
Educ a tion for American Democracy (New York, 1947), p. .--
61 Conant, Education and Liberty, p. 31. 
41 
Educational efficiency may be sacrificed to some extent, but 
there is a g reater gain to be achieved through the preservation 
62 
of social mobility resulting in a more fluid, casteless society. 
Due to the increasing complexity of our society we need a 
parallel program of extensive education for the average student 
63 
and intensive education for the intellectually gifted. 
Although admission policies may vary, the following are 
generally required as evidence of scholastic ability: "gradu-
ation from an accredited high school, reasonably high rank 
in high school graduating class, recommendation of principal 
or theachers, scholastic aptitude or other intelligence test •••• " 64 
Also, at least one half the colleges require: "personal 
interviews, character references, extra-curricular activities 
record , health record". 65 These latter requirements make 
it possible for the individual with a poor scholastic record 
but with other qualifications to have the opportunity to 
prove himself. It also gives the institution an opportunity 
to detect any undesirable qualities that may make rejection 
necessary. 
There are two methods available for determining the 
extent to which institutions of higher learning refuse ad-
mittance: (1) The ratio of applications to applicants 
62 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, pp. 6, 7. 
63 Ibid., p. xii. 
64 Benjamin Fine, Admission to American Colleges 
(New York, 1946), p. 175. 
65 Ibid., p. 207. 
serves as a measure of the effort that certain students think 
is necessary to compensate for a greater number of expected 
rejections. (2) The percentage of successful applicants to 
total applicants classified according to race, sex, religion, 
etc., helps identify the cause of rejection. Simply because 
there are fewer acceptances than applications doesn't mean, 
of course, that the colleges are being unfairly discriminatory. 
There are limitations in facilities, for one thing, and some 
institutions are designed for special purposes. Some insti-
tutions are restricted to one sex, and coeducational institu-
tions often try to maintain a certain balance. Some of the 
applicants just do not meet academic requirements. Since 
the success of a particular institution depends to a large 
extent upon the student body, the institution has the right 
to refuse admittance to students who will not make good 
campus citizens. Each case should be considered individual-
ly, however, without being influenced by association with any 
particular racial or social group. 
r 
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TABLE XXVII 
"Su ccess of Application According66o Characteristics of Applicants." 
Applications 
Jew 87 
Catholic 81 
Protestant 88 
Boys 84 
Girls 90 
Profession and Executive 72 
Small business 65 
White collar 77 
Service trades 74 
Factory work 70 
Farm 82 
Applicants 
56 
67 
77 
68 
76 
92 
85 
88 
84 
80 
89 
Notice in Table XXXVIII that applicants from farm families 
had to work the least in order to gain admittance, while 
applicants whose parents held professional or executive 
p ositions had a harder job, as did boys generally and Jews 
generally. 
TABLE XXVIII 
"Percentages of Successful Applicants in Large Cities Who 
Received Optimum Treatment On College Admissign, 1947, 
and Those Not Accepted By Any College." f 
All 
Quintile Protestant Catholic Jew Applicants 
Ratins Ace. Not Ace. Ace. Not Ace. Ace. Not Ace. Ace. Not Ace. 
QI 92~ 4~ 92~ 6% 78% 2% 85% 9% 
QII 87 8 90 ~t 72 6 80 9 QIII-V 85 19 86 76 17 81 20 
Total 88 11 89 17 75 9 82 11 
Optimum treatment means acceptance on a single application or 
66 American Council on Education, On Getting Into 
College, p. 63. 
67 American Council on Education, Ge t ting Into College, 
pp. 73, 74. 
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on first choice. Notice that while t he Jewish applicants 
received the lowest optimum treatment they still had the 
lowest percentage of students who were not accepted anywhere. 
~hese applications were made for the Fall of 1947 when the 
institutions of higher learning were already overcrowded due 
to the influx of veterans. Therefore, the possibility for 
discrimination was very high. 
TABLE XXIX 
"Proportion of Successful Applicants"68 
(Successful means admitted to a school applied 
for but not necessarily first choice) 
Children of men who had more than a BA degree 96% 
Seniors in first academic Quintile 92% 
Children of professional and executive men 92% 
Residents of the Middle West 91% 
All Girls 90% 
Residents of Far West 90% 
Children of Farmers 89% 
Protestants 88% 
Children of White Collar Workers 88% 
Residents of the Old South 88% 
Jews 87% 
All Applicants (National Norm) 87% 
Children of Small Business Proprietors 85% 
Children of Men Who Had Fi nished Grade School 
Only 85% 
Children of Men in Service Trades 84% 
All Boys 84% 
Catholics 81% 
Residents oftNortheast 80% 
Seniors in V Academic Quintile 72% 
68 
Ibid., p. 54. 
TABLE XXX 
"Success of Applications Depend on Who Sent Them 
and Characteristics of College Receiving Them. n69 
Percent of Success 
From From From 
All Boys Girls 
College in home state--not community 78 76 82 
Colleges fewer than 600 students 78 74 80 
Publicly controlled institutions 77 75 81 
Colleges in come community 77 73 81 
Colleges for women 76 76 
Coeducational institutions 75 73 76 
Colle ges with 600 to 1049 students 74 74 74 
Colleges with 1050 students or more 69 66 74 
Privately controlled institutions 65 60 70 
Colleges for men only 59 59 
Colle ges outside home state 56 50 62 
" ••• Chances for favorable action on applications from 
either sex were considerably enhanced if colleg e had been 
previously attended by relative of the sender." 
86% if relative was a parent. 
84% if relative was a parent or sibling. 
69% if relative was not member of immediate family. 
~e preceding tables from On Getting Into College do not 
' include negroes because of the segregated school system ex-
isting at t he time in seventeen states. Table XXXI is in-
eluded, therefore, as an indication of this important barrier. 
6 
7 
10 
14 
18 
20 
TABLE XXXI 
"Proportion of Young Persons Attending School 
By Age and Color, April, 1947."70 
Age White Non White 
(about 95% Negro) 
years 67.8% 63.4% 
to 9 years 97.1% 89.2% 
to 13 years 98.2% 93.7% 
to 17 years 82.5% 71.9% 
to 19 years 28.2% 24.2% 
to 24 years 11.3% 6.7% 
69 American Council on Education, On Getting Into 
College, p. 59. 
70 President's Committee on F inancing Higher Education, 
Higher Education for American Democracy (New York, 1947), p. 33. 
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In 1940, 11% of the white population, twenty years of 
age or more, had completed one year of colle ge as compared to 
only tbree percent of the nonwhites, ••• and five percent of 
the whites completed four years as compared with one and one 
half percent of the nonwhites. Since that year considerable 
progress has been made, but the inequalities still persist due 
largely to segregation by separate schools at lower levels and 
71 the quota system used by many colleges. 
There may be justifiable reasons why many applicants 
have to be rejected. Even recruiting policies designed to 
discourage out of state applicants or obtain students on a 
national basis72 have a place in the educational system. But 
t here remain a certain amount of rejections that can only be 
classified as needless and unfair discrimination. For 
example, Jewish applicants from the Northeast, from the best 
socio-economic bracket, whose parents were native born and 
had gone to college, and who were in the highest quintile of 
academic achievement, and showed great interest in 'student 
activities, suffered a disproportionately high amount of 
rejections from institutions of higher learning of first 
choice. 73 
71 Ibid. , p • 3 2 • 
12 rro achieve a "representative cross section" with 
students from different parts of the country, different income 
and social groups and preparatory schools. From Ostheimer, 
Student Charges, p. 68. . 
73 American Council on Education, Getting Into College, 
p. 71. 
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It ca n be concluded tnat t he financial and otner 
requireruen -cs set by i ns t i l.u tions of h i ghe r lebrn ing lla ve 
been an d cont i nue to be e f'fe c ti ve de t eren t s t o the demand 
for l1 i ghe r education but th& t enabl i ng c onc.Hti ons ha v e 
47A 
i mp roved _!:tlak i n e; f or a gr ec:: ter e. bili ty to o vercome these 
requi rements . Fees have increased , a l t iw ugh not as muc h as 
c onsUc'her :p ri ces i n e; nera l, bu -c enrolL"TT.en t s hav e a l so i :w:r:· ea:::>ed 
p r o_t)ortiona t e l y more than the p apule~ tion h e s inc rP-a sed 
ind i cating -cha t financ i a l r equirements have become l ess 
s i gn ifice n t tne:..n f i nancia l enabling conditions. Incoil.l e , 
a ltno ugh some'i~i11a t mi s1ecdL1g as an i ndica tion of pure -las i n g 
p o we r, i s f ound to :na v e a much h i gl1er correl&t i on coe ff i c i ent 
with enrollmwn ·t; t han fe es . 
'l'heTe a Te seveTa l o-cner means f'or ove Tcoming t i.1e finan cia l 
re quirements 1.Vhich are not being utilized to the f ulles t 
poss i ble extent. ~tudent a i d and espe cia lly loans coul rl be 
drawn on more, and more s tuden ts could commute from home to 
.:;;a v e on living expenses . ~ ihe tner or not par t-time eml) l OyrrJ.ent can 
be e x ten <i ed v~ ry muc11 is q ues tiona bl e . 'l'lle f&c t t ne t a ll 
a vclilabl e sources of :t' i l1t:,nc i al as:::l ista nce are not being 
comp l e tely util i zed indic c=J tes ttha :t:. in~u.u_e a:nd .r saving s a re 
suf'fici en t for . t11ose v.rho really v:ant to attead s choo l. iJ f 
cours e scJ:wlas t ic r e y_uiremen ts re.s trio t s e.nrolluwn -c s a g r ea t 
dea l a l s o, but. it ~lEiS been noted t he t t i1ere i s a t l eao:> t t v-_,ice 
as muo n goo d col l ege me ter i al G va i la_ o J: ~ th&n i s currc;n tiy 
emrolle d . 
~cholasti c r equirements are y e rhaps mo r e critica l for 
t ue i Hc.li v i cua l t han :t'i1mnc i s l req_u i remen ts beca u se tne ?: e 
a re no ot~er a l~ern& tives i! aptitu~e i s l a ck i ng . ~ i ~n t he 
i n troduc ~i on of more ex l.e n s i v e educa tio~1al p rog r e:,ns desi i~ned 
for ~he e ve r c.ge student , L1o we ver , t he sch o l bs tic bbrr i e r · 
ha s los t muc ll o t · its effect . i!.v i il1ence vof' a .c._sJ i· .~a i:!l ' ~ Dloun t 
4 ?B 
of d i s cri mina tion has been noted, but i t has a l so been n oti c ed 
t na t this barrier c an be overcome i n mos t c ~ses ( exce~t f or 
color·e d peo;> le p ernaps ) by increa s i ng t .ne nlliilbe r of app lica tions . 
Cha~ter III The Rational Basis ror Motivation 
Purchasing power, or the ability to meet requirements, 
constitutes only a part of the basis for demand because there 
must also be a desire to use this ability. In a study con-
ducted by Robert J. Havinghurst the . conclusion was reached 
that the "motivational barrier /."was '"' at least as important as 
the economic barrier", and that about 50% of the young people 
in this country are not surficiently interested in college 
1 
even if the financial barrier was removed. Desire is too 
subjective to measure directly, but we can determine why it 
would exist under certain conditions. For example, if 
people always acted rationally and always sought the most 
satisfaction for the least inconvenience, a comparison or the 
advantages and disadvantages or higher education would 
2 indicate the degree of desire ror the service. 
The expenditure of time, money and effort to meet the 
requirements set by institutions or higher learning results 
in inconvenience (or disutility) for the student. There is 
also the sacrifice of other goods and services t hat might 
have been purchased (opportunity costs). There is such a 
variety of occupational opportunities today that selection 
1 American Council on Education, On Getting Into College, 
p. 50; rrom "Social Implications or the Report of the 
President's Commission on Higher Education", School and 
Society, (April 3, 1948), LXVII, 257-261. Also, Harris, The 
Market for College Graduates, p. 22. 
2 Utility may mean either the degree or desire ror an 
object or the capacity or the object to satisfy want. Lewis 
H. Haney, Value and Distribution (New York, 1939), p.239. 
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poses quite a problem for the individual--one that may never 
be resolved to complete satisfaction. 
For some people, depending on their intended occupation, 
the institutions of higher learning offer the most direct 
route to f i nancial and social success; and they are likely 
to accept the curriculum without much complaint and try to 
successfully complete it. But institutions sell their 
de grees, or better-job-passports, in a package form so that 
many cultural subjects are included that mi ght otherwise 
suffer from lack of voluntary attendance. Some people object 
to much of this required matter as useless and want to con-
centrate their efforts more directly to their specialty. 
"Most individuals (males anyway) want to take the shortest 
p ath to their main goal, which is to learn a specialty which 
will permit t hem to earn enough to live well" , 3 a lthough there 
is some evidence indicating that this objective is not so 
s t rong with people who come from high income families.4 
A s e rvice such as hi gher education which may be purchased 
ma i nly as an investment suffers from the common human tendency 
5 to value the present more t han the future. Some people may 
recognize the value of h igher education but are unwilling to 
sacrifice the goods and services they can enjoy in t he short 
run without having the burden of study and school expenses. 
3 Hollinshead, Who Should Go to College, p. 8. 
4 Ibid., p. 44, and Millett, Financing Hi gher Education, 
p. 389.----
5 Waite and Cassady, The Consumer and the Ec. Order, 
p. 144. 
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Many of those who still seek higher education despite the 
disutility involved do so with different degrees of enthusiasm. 
\.Villi am S. Learned has classified students into four categories 
as follows: the "professional aspirant" and the "general 
student" (becoming less common today) who generally take their 
studies seriously and try to do a good job at them. Then 
there is the "parasite" who has "••• acquired the knack of 
'getting by' his minimum professional obstacles", and finally 
6 
the "discard" who usually drops out by the second year. 
For those who do not want the formalized education of 
accredited colleges and universities, but still need some help 
to obtain the training needed for their desired occupations, 
there are many other educational institutions or agencies 
other than those usually included in the grouping "higher 
education". There are private commercial schools which now 
enroll about 175,000 and schools for nursing not associated 
with colleges with a total enrollment of 85,000 (1952). Then 
there are: 
Special art schools, music schools, barbers colleges, 
cosmetology schools, embalming schools, schools for 
policemen and firemen, schools for acting, schools of 
dancing, schools for bakers, schools of merchandizing, 
schools of fashion, maritime schools, corporation 
schools, and a host of others. The number of students 
attending these add up to almost one third of regular 
school attendance.? 
6 William s. Learned, "The 
and the Community" The Carne ie 
----~-=--~~-r.~--~~--~~~~----~~~~~ of Teaching 29th Annual Report 
7 Hollinshead, Who Should Go to College, p. 65. 
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People are attracted to these schools because little time is 
spent on material not directly related to the prospective 
vocation. Therefore, the training period is much shorter and 
careers can be started earlier. Then there are a variety of 
apprenticeship progrruns in the different industries, and the 
training opportunities offered by the armed services. 
There are still many young people who would by-pass all 
these training opportunities and get a job as soon as possible. 
However, "••• it is increasingly more difficult for young 
persons in an urban society to get jobs of any consequence 
8 before they are twenty". The trend toward a deferment in 
hiring age has resulted in a minimum working age of eighteen 
years required by many firms and by law in many states. 9 
The results of the Elmo Roper survey of high school 
seniors taken in 1947 are summarized in Table XXXII. Notice 
that 17% did not want to go to college at all even if academic 
and financial barriers were removed. It is possible that 
those who hope to apply some day, and those who gave no answer, 
really did not want to go at all. 
8 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 64. 
9 Tead, Equalizing Educational Opportunities, p. 12. 
Sl 
TABLE XXXII 
"College Intentions of High School Seniors as 
Modified by Hypothetical Opportunity, 1947"~0 
Have applied to college 35% 
Would go if sure of admission in suitable college 20% 
Have not applied but hope to 9% 
Would go if given scholarship 9% 
Would still not want to go at all 17% 
Don't know, no answer 10% 
Even when the financial barrier was actually removed, or 
substantially reduced in the case of veterans, not everyone 
took advantage of the opportunity. Of approximately fifteen 
million veterans eligible to receive educational aid after 
World War II, less than three million (20%) ever enrolled in 
an institution of higher learning. Of the veterans that did 
attend, twenty percent would not have gone but for this aid. 11 
It should be recognized, of course, that higher education 
is not the best course for many people; for those without 
much scholastic ability, and for those specially talented 
individuals who would actually do better to practice their 
vocations without being institutionalized. Some people of 
genius or near genius ability can best work by themselves, 
12 
and college would actually be an interference. 
What does higher education offer to offset the inconveni-
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ences involved ~n obtaining it? Two general types of advantages 
can be distinguished. A student may not necessarily apply to 
an institution of higher learning because he believes it will 
10 American Council on Education, On Getting Into College, 
p. 41. 
11 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 56. 
12 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 67. 
benefit him directly (use value), but because he thinks a 
certificate or degree will help him to get a good job, 
achieve hi gh social status, or whatever else he wants. Thus, 
he recognizes that higher education has exchange value. It 
seems safe to assume that most people purchase the services 
of institutions of higher education because of the exchange 
values, and there are many such values to be obtained. The 
traditional educational process offers the student an 
opportunity to become acquainted with some of the many fields 
of accumulated knowledge and to test his own ideas in a favor-
able atmosphere. In this process of learning, the study of 
such subjects as literature, art, and music cannot be 
subordinated to studies of more practical application, for 
they all contribute to a greater understanding of our social 
organization and its members. 
There is a danger in confusing training with education. 
Indeed, the whole purpose of higher education can be 
construed as an effort to overcome the ill effects of 
training in our highly specialized society by giving 
the individual other resources than those to be derived 
directly from his job.l3 
The several ttresources 11 that may be acquired through higher 
education are valuable in themselves and also advantag eous 
in the process of earning a living. A libe ral arts educa-
tton can provide excellent preparation for an intellectual 
vocation or profession, whereas a narrowly specialized 
training may sometimes become obsolete after a short period 
l3 Higher Education, A supplement to Fortune, Sept.,l949. 
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of time. 14 However, it is not appropriate here to do little 
more than recognize the controversy between general and 
specialized education and that higher education offers other 
advantages besides the economic ones which are to be discussed. 
The economic advantages of higher education depend on the 
market for educated people. What occupations require or can 
profitably employ the more highly educated, and what occupa-
tions do they want to enter? In the past, college was 
primarily a preparation for a career in the professions such 
as law, theology, medicine, teaching, architecture, writing, 
etc. Today, however, many more occupations seem appropriate 
for a college graduate, and many institutions of higher learn-
ing concentrate on preparing people for these new opportunities. 
For example, increasing numbers of college graduates are becom-
ing proprietors, managers and officials, farmers and farm 
managers, and salespeople. 15 
Generally speaking, the demand for educated people, 
reflected in both the number of such people employed in each 
occupation and their wages, depends on their productivity in 
relation to the value of the g oods and services that can be 
obtained by employing them. (Productivity also depends, of 
course, on the extent to which other factors of production 
are employed.) The value of the various goods and services 
l4 Earnest Earnest, "Even A.B.'s Must Eat", Factual Prose 
(Chicago, 1955), p. 201. 
15 Seymour Harris, How Shall We Pay for Higher Education? 
(New York, 1948), p. 65. 
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fluctuate according to the level or business activity, the 
distribution or wealth, spending patterns, price developments, 
16 
methods or financing, and outside factors. 
While short-run fluctuations in the activities or 
individual industries may cause unpredictable changes in em-
ployment opportunities, they should not be too important to 
higher education which is concerned more with a relatively 
long-range program for the individual student. 17 Since the 
individual in selecting his field or study has to consider 
the value of his training over a period or thirty or forty 
years, he must guess what the demand might be during this time. 
"Reliable figures indicate that close to seventy percent of 
the employment opportunities today are in callings which 
either did not exist a generation a go or which can be readily 
learned on the job." l8 The important question is how many 
college trained people the economy can and will be able to 
support. Se~nour Harris estimates that, while there has been 
an increase in spending over the past years, our increased 
prosperity has been drawn orr mainly in the form or higher 
incomes for the people in certain occupations which does not 
include the professions to the degree expected. The main 
l6 Some idea or the variations in the market value or 
the total goods and services produced in the United States 
each year can be gained from the annual totals or the gross 
national product. See Part IV, p. 
l7 Alfred Kahler and Estelle Hamburger, Education for an 
Industrial Age, (New York, 1948), p. 24. 
18 Tead, Educational Opportunities, p. 14. 
reason why the professions have failed to keep pace is due to 
what he considers an oversupply of peoule seeking this kind of 
employment. In 1948, he predicted that the market for profes-
sional workers would be saturated within five to fifteen 
19 years. An oversupply in managerial and top administrative 
occupations could theoretically develop, also, as a result of 
the increased concentration of business. 
In commenting on Harris' estimation of market saturation, 
Logan Wilson, president of the University of Texas, stated 
that he doubted the " ••• soundness of the assumptions ••• " on 
which Harris' "pessimistic" prediction of a coming oversupply 
of college graduates are based. In Wilson's opinion, Harris 
tends to"··· regard supply and demand as relatively static, 
and overlooks the fact that educated manpower is a national 
resource capable of infinite development and utilization in a 
20 dynamic economy such as ours •••• " 
Other writers, also, have taken a more optimistic point 
of view than Harris. Harold Clark believes that: 
A very large fraction of all the people in a modern 
society must be highly .skilled for the work they are 
going to do. There are many reasons to think that 
the level of educ~tion will have to rise much higher 
in the decades ahead if we are to make use of the 
greatly incre~ied amount of energy that will be at 
our disposal. 
l9 Seymour Harris, The Market for College Graduates, 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1949), pp. 63, 66. 
20 Daniels, ed. "Must We Choose?", Educational 
Opportunities For Youth, pp. 159-164. From Logan Wilson, 
11Will There be Too Many Colle ge Graduates?", School and 
Society (April 2, 1955), pp. 97-102. 
21 Harold F. Clark, "Education and the American Economy 
in 1960", NEA Journal (May, 1955), p. 293. 
So 
H. L. Wells, vice president and business manager at North 
Western University wrote that those people who claim our 
economy can support no more highly trained individuals have 
overlooked technological advance. The possibilities for 
replacement or labor by automatic machinery are unlimited, 
and as the labor force (percentage of labor to gross sales) 
is lowered, the rating of the investment in that industry will 
rise, "Hundreds of routine jobs can be emancipated and lifted 
-
to college levels, ~pecause~ . ••• each machine is a challenge 
to improvement and invention." 22 
Although the progress Wells speaks of may be theoretically 
possible, it may not significantly affect the next generation 
of college graduates; i.e. the transformation of industry from 
dependence on the semi-skilled worker to dependence on highly 
skilled personnel may not be achieved fast enough. Labor 
itself may prove to be the principal restraining force acting 
against this change in the nation's productive capacity by 
failing to adapt itself to the greater demand for skilled help. 
Education would certainly be a help in reducing the rigidities 
of labor, but the extent to which higher education would be 
useful is more limited at this stage in our development than 
an improvement in secondary education would be. Any full 
employment policy attempted by the government to counteract 
layoffs resulting from increased automation that does not 
22 Harry L. Wells, Higher Education is Serious Business, 
(New York, 1951), p. 66. 
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include education would only result in makeshift employment 
and inflation. 23 
Even though many jobs do not and may never warrant 
colle ge training, it is interesting to recognize the possibil-
ities of an increased proportion of college trained people in 
business and nonprofessional positions. If it is true, as 
mentioned below, that college tra i ned people do better job 
for job than noncolle ge people, we can expect significant 
changes in business and technical procedures and accomplish-
ments. 
~he following Tables show how the supply of educated 
people has been growing. 
Yr. of Grad. 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1946 
1948 
1950 
TABLE XXXIII 
"College Graduates"·24 
Total 
15,539 
27,410 
37,199 
. 48,622 
122,484 
186,500 
136,174 
271,019 
432,058 
College 
Men Women 
12,857 2,682 
22,173 5,237 
28,762 8,437 
31,980 16,642 
73,615 48,869 
109,546 76,954 
58,664 77 I 510 
175,456 95,563 
328,841 103,217 
58 
1952 329,986 225,981 104,005 25 
1955 324,000 210,000 114,000 
2 3 Kahler and Hamburger, Education for an Industrial 
Age, p. 2. 
24 Statistical Abstract: 
Biennial Survey of Education, 
of Higher Education, Faculty, 
p. 33. 
1955, p.l23 and 1953, p. 131. 
Chap. IV, Sect. 1. "Statistics 
Students and Degrees 1949-50", 
25 Harriman, "Job Prospects are Good 
Graduates", Boston Globe, May 15, 1955. 
for 1955 College 
TABLE XXXIV 
Relative Changes in Enrollments and Graduations26 
Population Public School Colle ges College 
Rise Enrollment Rise Enrollment Graduates 
No. Times No. Times Rise,No.Times Rise , No • Times 
1870-1920 1.6 2.1 4.2 39.3 
1920-1940 0.25 0.2 2.8 136.7 
The actual number of colle ge graduates by itself is not 
a very satisfactory measure of supply. A more significant 
type of information would be the cumulative total of college 
graduates--the total g raduate population. Even those who do 
not graduate should be considered for they take some of the 
positions desired by the gradu~tes. Harris estimates that 
these non-graduates may be ineligible for only one half of the 
professional positions, and, also, that "••• the total number 
of college years may well be fifty percent more than that of 
27 
the college years for graduates alone". In 1950, the 
approximate percentage of the population twenty-five or more 
ye ars o f age wh o had completed one to three years of college 
was 7.15%; four years or more: 6.04%; as compared with 20.2% 
who had completed high school, 20.25% with eight years, 15.9% 
with five to seven years and 10.8% with under five years 
28 
only. 
26 Harris, 
Calculated from 
2 7 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 81. 
28 Derived from: U. s. Dept. of Commerce, Statistical 
Abstract: 1953, p. 116. 
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Another cause of vagueness in the inventory of college 
trained people is due to the variations in the number of 
college women. One thing is sure--the number of women 
graduates has increased greatly. For example, in 1870 women 
constituted only twenty percent of the graduates, while in 
1940 they acc ounted for forty percent. Not only are there 
more women gaining higher education, but more women college 
graduates are staying on the labor market and capturing a 
larger share of the professional jobs. 2 9 As wage discrimina-
tion is reduced this trend will probably be accelerated with 
a consequent rise in the supply of educated people. 
In the market for regular goods and services the supply 
in the long run is based on the cost of production. Although 
economic principles derived from the market for manufactured 
goods cannot be applied exactly to the market for educated 
people, an interesting analogy has been drawn by Dublin and 
Lotka between man and industrial equipment that illustrates 
the cost involved in the supply of educated people. 
Man "••• has a 'cost of installation', corresponding 
essentially to the period of h~s infancy and adoles-
cence, during which he is prepared for service. 
During this period, there are to be considered run-
ning expenses, interest on capital invested, and the 
loss of a certain proportion of children that do not 
attain adult age •••• "30 ••• The raw material, in 
this case the immature individual, remains 'inert 
capital' for a period of say~ eighteen years, during 
which it bears no interest."-'1 
2 9 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 53. 
3° Louis I. Dublin and Alfred S. Lotka, The Money Value 
of A Man, (New York, 1946), p. 44. 
31 Ibid., p. 56. 
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It is this long production period including, as this paper is 
especially concerned with, the investment in education that 
is one of the reasons why the supply of educated people is re-
latively constant and does not respond to changes in demand 
for long periods of time.32 
The first result of the action of the forces of demand 
and supply in the market for educated people to be considered 
is the resulting employment distribution. Since it is 
important to take account of other fields besides the profes-
sional ones with which college students have been associated 
in the p ast, it will be useful to include data on several of 
the industries and occupations. 
TABLE XXXV 
"The Distribution of the Labor Force by Industries 11 33 
(in percent) 
1840 1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 
Agr,Fish,Forestry 
Mining 
Mfg. & Mech. Ind. 
77.6 3.5 50.0 
1.4 1.7 
16.8 15.9 18.2 
4.6 3.9 
4. 3 11.0 12.7 
0.6 0.9 
1.3 2.6 3.2 
Construction 
Trade,Trans.Commo. 
Clerical Occup. 
Professional Serv. 
Public Service 
Eomestic & Pers. Serv. 
0.7 0.8 
9.7 8.8 
Total 
(in millions of dollars)l2.9 17.4 
43.4 38.2 31.6 
1.9 2.4 2.6 
18.8 20.6 23.8 
4.9 4.2 4-7 
14.8 17.3 16.8 
2.0 2.5 4.6 
3.8 4.1 4.6 
0.9 1.0 1.2 
9.6 9.7 10.1 
23.3 29.1 37.4 
One of the most significant things ab out Table 
1920 
27.6 
2.6 
26.2 
4.1 
17.3 
7.3 
5.1 
1.7 
8.0 
42.4 
nxv 
1930 
21.9 
2.0 
24.3 
4.6 
20.4 
8.2 
6.7 
1.8 
10.1 
48.8 
is the 
very great drop it shows in the percentage employed in the 
32 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 14. 
33 Kahler and Hamburger, Education for an Industrial Age, 
p. 26. 
bl 
1940 
18.3 
2.1 
23.9 
5.3 
22.9 
9.3 
6.8 
2.6 
8.8 
49.5 
classification "agriculture, fishing, and forestry". Kahler 
and Hamburger explain that this drop is due partly to the 
loss in industries, and they expect the decline to continue. 
Notice, also, that "manufacturing and mechanical industries" 
absorbed a surprisingly small proportion of the released 
agricultural labor (by 1948, manufacturing had still not ab-
sorbed more than 26.2% except in wartime) due largely to the 
introduction of automatic machinery. There is a good 
possibility that manufacturing may resume its relative growth 
by taking over work from other industries. According to data 
from the Department of Labor, there were 16,209,000 people 
employed in the classification 'manufacturing' in 1953 with 
total employment of 61,293,000; a percentage of about 26.6. 34 
Although we cannot yet accept the idea that manufacturing 
will absorb fewer workers in the future, we must recognize 
that the capacity in this area for absorption of a much larger 
proportion of the labor force is limited. Notice that the 
various service groups and especially trade, transportation, 
and communication show a steady growth. They probably are, 
and will continue to be, a greater source of emplo~nent to 
college graduates than the first four groups. The several 
classifications used in Table XXXIV can be grouped under three 
main headings primary, secondary, or tertiary industries de-
pending on how directly they are connected with providing the 
34 Statistical Abstract: 1953, pp. 187, 188. 
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necessities of life. Table XXXV shows the distribution of 
the labor force according to this grouping. College 
graduates are most likely to be employed in the last (tertiary) 
group. 
TABLE XXXVI 
"Industries; Gainful workers, 10 years and over 11 35 
distribution by percentage 
Primary 
Agriculture,forestry,minerals 
Secondary 
Manufacturing and mechanical 
Tertiary 
Services, Incl: trade, trans. 
and government 
TABLE XXXV!I 
1870 1900 1930 1940 
54.9 40.6 23.9 20.5 
20.5 24.8 28.9 30.5 
24.6 34.6 47.2 49.0 
Percentage Distribution of the Labor Force36 
Group 
Professional 
Farmers 
Proprietors, etc. 
Clerks, etc. 
Skilled wkrs. & Foremen 
Semiskilled workers 
Unskilled workers 
In millions 
1910 1920 1930 1940 
4.4% 5.0% 6.1% 6.5% 
16.5 15.5 12.4 16.1 
6.5 6.8 7.5 7.6 
10.2 13.8 16.3 17.2 
11.7 13.5 12.9 11.7 
14.7 16.1 16.4 21.0 
36.0 29.4 28.4 25.9 
37.3 41.2 48.6 52.0 
35 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 65. 
Sources:, U. s. Census: Comparative Occupational Statistics 
1870-1940, 1943, p. 101; Statistical Abstract: 1947, pp. 191, 
192. 
36 Kahler and Hamburger, Education for an Industrial 
Age, p. 38. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
"Major Occupation Groups of Employed Persons, By Sex: 
1940 to 1950"37 
(in thousands of persons 14 years old and over) 
Major Occupation Group Female Total 
1940 1950 
Male 
1940 1950 1940 1950 
Professional, technical 
and kindred workers 
Farmers & farm managers 
Managers, officials & 
pron rietors,except farm 
Clerical and kindred 
workers 
Sales workers 
Craftsmen, foremen and 
skilled workers 
Operatives and kindred 
workers 
Private household 
workers 
Service, b~~ers, except 
household 
Farm laborers, except 
unpaid and foremen 
Farm laborers, unpaid 
family workers 
Laborers, except farm 
and mines 
Occupations not reported 
3,566 
5,144 
3, 620 
4,371 
3,072 
5,152 
8,052 
2,083 
3,188 
1,934 
1,165 
3,123 
418 
4,910 
4,309 
5,018 
6,895 
3,927 
7,783 
11,140 
1,408 
4,287 
1,490 
910 
3,431 
732 
2,075 2,971 
4,992 4,192 
3,231 4,341 
2,013 2,603 
2,261 2,597 
5,030 7,547 
5,032 8,120 
114 73 
1,962 2,372 
1, 836 1, 358 
942 593 
3,017 3,303 
245 499 
1,491 
152 
389 
2,358 
811 
122 
2,020 
1,969 
1,226 
98 
223 
106 
173 
Source: Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; U. s. 
Census of Population: 1950, Vol. II, Bt. 1. 
Notice in Table XXXVIII that the number of semiskilled 
workers has grown at the expense of the unskilled, not the 
skilled worker. In reference to a similar set of data as 
1,940 
116 
677 
4,293 
1,330 
236 
3,020 
1,335 
1,914 
132 
317 
127 
283 
Table XI, Kahler and Hamburger estimate that about 73% of the 
men and 57% of the women in the labor force are in occupations 
that involve skill and practical, technical knowledge. "These 
3? Statistical Abstract: 1953, p.l97. 
jobs, like all participation in a modern society, constantly 
require an increasing amount of formal education."38 
Although the data studied thus far show an increase in 
the fields where college graduates are most likely to be em-
ployed, they do not indicate how many graduates are actually 
employed in the various groups. Table XI gives a rough idea, 
for the male graduates, at least, of this distribution. 
TABLE XXXIX 
"Men Who Graduated From College and Men Who 
Didn 1 t-The Jobs They Hold"39 
All Non-Graduate 
u. s. Men 
Proprietors, Managers, Executives 
Professionals of all types 
Clerical, Sales, and Kindred Workers 
Skilled, Semi-skilled & unskilled 
Farmers and Farm Laborers 
13%' 
3%' 
12%' 
58% 
14% 
Men 
Graduates 
34% 5o% 
10%' 
5%' 
1% 
Obviously, from Table XXXX, college graduates hold the 
key positions in our society. They are still concentrated 
in the professional classification (in 1947 when the sample on 
which these statistics are based was taken) but there is a 
large proportion in the top business positions and not an 
insignificant amount in clerical and sales. Unfortunately, 
we still do not know what percent of the proprietors, managers, 
and executives, for example, are college trained. "Until 
38 Kahler and Hamburger, Education for an Industrial 
Age, pp. 31, 32. 
39 Earnest Havemann and Patricia s. West, They Went To 
College (New York, 1952), p. 27. 
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very recently--certainly as late as the 1920s--United States 
college graduates were found mostly in a few very special 
fields, n40 and people in business didn 1 t have to worry about 
competing with college men. But today, with so many young 
graduate$ entering all phases of business, many ambitious 
young people find a college degree necessary simply as a matter 
of self defense. 
For women, the benefits of a college education are much 
harder to trace. In the sample studied by Havemann and 
West, 42% of the women graduates became full time housewives, 
31% became unmarried career women, and 19% became working 
41 
wives. As for the economic benefits of college training 
to the woman who becomes a housewife, no definite answer can 
be drawn unless the proportion of college women who stay 
married is considered as an indication of success in this 
matter. If so, college pays because 91% of the college 
women stay married as compared with 78% for all U. s. women. 
There is still the questionof whether college training breeds 
a certain contempt for housework or whether it gives the 
individual a greater capacity for work that is adaptable to 
many fields including housework. 
~he market for educated people is more favorable to 
career women than men as far as job distribution is concerned. 
40 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 207. 
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TABLE XXXX 
"The Brighter Side of Being a Career Woman: The Title"42 
Proprietors, Managers, Executives 
Professionals of All Types 
Clerical, Sales and Kindred Workers 
Skilled, Semi-skilled, and Unskilled 
Farmers and Farm Workers 
Career Women 
Graduates 
12% 
70% 
16% 
2% 
Men 
Graduates 
34% 50% 
10% 
5% 
1 % 
In studying the financial benefits of a higher education 
t here are three main comparisons to be made: between gradu-
ates (and other colle ge trained individuals if the informat ion 
is available) and non-g raduates, between graduates in different 
fields, and between graduates in the same fields. 
Two comparisons between the earnings of colleg e g raduates 
and the rest of the working population are g iven in Table 
XXXXI and Table XXXXII. Table XXXXI doesn't actually separate 
the graduates from the rest of the population, but the class i f-
ication "tertiary industries" (see Table XXXVI) includes 
occupations that usually attract most graduates. 
TABLE XXXXI 
The Real Income In Terms of An InternatlQnal Monetary 
Unit for 2500 Hours of Work4j 
Primary Industries 
Secondary Industries 
Tertiary Industries 
1870 
258 
515 2,252 
1937 
701 
1,852 
2,765 
%Increase 
172 
260 
23 
42 Havemann & West, They Went to Colle ge, p. 73. A 
large proportion of women in the professional cate gory are 
teachers. 
43 Education?, p. 64. 
7. 
TABLE XXXXII 
"The Cash Value of The Degree"44 (1947) 
Age 
55 to 64 
50 and over 
45 to 54 
40 to 49 
35 to 44 
30 to 39 
25 to 34 
Under 30 
20 to 24 
Median Earnings 
Men Graduates 
$6,244 
6,152 
4,618 
3,537 
of Median Earnings 
all U. S. Men 
$2,344 
2,681 
2,845 
2,449 
1,560 
of 
In the opinion of Se.ymour Harris, it paid to be educated 
in the years between 1870 and 1940, but he is somewhat doubtful 
that this will be true in the future; financially that is.45 
The information available to Havemann and West (see Table XV 
above) showed that college graduates had a substantial 
advantage with a median income of $4,689 as compared with a 
median income of $2,200 for all men in 1947. Havemann and 
West also discovered, from the information available, that the 
graduates earned more than non-college people in similar 
positions.46 If it is true that graduates earn more job for 
job then college will still be profitable even if the profes-
sions and top business positions become saturated--the 
development that Harris anticipates. According to John 
Harriman's figures, college students were still doing well in 
44 Havemann and West, op. cit., p. 28. 
L,.5 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, pp. 16, 17. 
46 Havemann and West, op. cit., p. 26. 
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1955, although he made no comparison with non-college workers. 
"From every campus the reports are the same: heavier recruit-
ing for jobs and rising salary orrers."47 
The fi gures on median incomes quoted above (Table XXXXII) 
should not be accepted as the only guide, however, for the 
career planner should also consider the spread or earnings. 
Certain it is that in proressions like law and movie 
acting, the few rich plums held out at the top con-
stitute an attraction for aspirants far beyond what 
is jus~ified by any reasonable probability calcula-
tion."~H · 
A more accurate picture of the financial rewards or higher 
education in a particular field can be obtained by learning 
the total earnings over a whole career and b y deducting the 
costs involved in preparing for this career. Also, by com-
puting the present value of these total net earnings, the 
loss due to earnings roreg6ne in preparation, is discounted. 
For example, according to Table XXXXIII, the average doctor 
is expected to work forty-two years at $4,850 per year for a 
total of $203,700. One dollar in 10 years is not worth one 
dollar today but only seventy-five cents at an interest rate 
of 2.9%, and similarly the present value of the doctor's 
income would be only $108,000. The earnings shown in Table 
XXXXIII and XXXXIV are, of course, very much out or date, but 
they do show relationships which are of a more permanent 
47 Harriman, "Job Prospects for 1955", Boston Globe. 
48 Paul A. Samuelson, Economics, An Introductory 
Analysis, 1st Ed., (New York, 1948), p. lOS. 
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nature. A more recent estimate made by Paul C. Glick and 
Herman P. Miller of the Bureau of Census based on the 1950 
Census and a special study by the U. s. Office of Education, 
sets the lifetime earnings of the average college graduate at 
~plOO, 000 ~ than the average high school graduate . They 
also found the direct and indirect costs of a college education 
to be roughly $ 9,000. They found that" ••• an investment in 
an additional year of schooling at each educational level is 
accompanied, on the average, by an annual increment rise from 
about $ 150 per year of additional schooling at the elementary 
school level to about $ 500 per year of schooling at the 
college level."49 
TABLE XXXXIII 
"Income Data for Selected Occupations 11 5o 1920-1936 
Occupation Annual Earnings Present value Age Span 
Median Average of life earn. of Occup. 
Medicine $4,250 $4,850 $108,000 27-69 yrs. 
Law 3,600 4,730 105,000 
Dentistry 3,760 4,170 95,400 24-69 
Engineering 3,700 4,l.t .. l0 95,300 22-65 
Architecture 3,190 3,820 82,500 22-65 
College Teaching 2,470 3,050 69,300 25-69 
Social Work 1, 517 1,650 51,000 30-65 
Journalism 1,600 2,120 41,500 23-69 
Ministry 1,780 1,980 41,000 25-69 
Library Work . . . . . 2,020 35,000 23-69 
Public SchoolTeach 1,220 1,350 29,700 20-69 
Skilled Trades ..... 1,430 28,600 18-62 
Nursing ..... 1,310 23,300 21-51 
Unskilled Labor ..... 795 15,200 18-62 
Farming Labor . . . . . 485 10,400 51 
Farming ..... 580 12,500 51 
49 N. E. A. News, National Bd. Assoc., Washington, D.C., 
(Sept. 1955). 
50 Samuelson, Economics, 2nd.Ed., p. 99. From: H. F. 
Clark, et al., Life Earnings in Selected Occupations in the 
U. S. (N. Y., 1937), p. 5. 
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TABLE :XXXXIV 
"Illustrative Figures on Extra Cost5 and Value of Professional Training" 1 
Kind of Professional 
Training 
High School Only 
Colleg e bachelor's 
degree · · 
Mas t er's de gree 
Engineering de gree 
PhD. de gree 
Medical ~raining 
Legal l"flraining 
Dental degree 
Cost 
0 
$10,000 
12,000 
11,000 
15,000 
20,000 
15,000 
17,000 
Present value of 
median lifetime 
earning s discount-
ed at 41b 
0 
$35,000 
35,000 
70,000 
50,000 
85,000 
80,000 
70,000 
Profit 
0 
$ 25,000 
25,000 
59,000 
35,000 
65,000 
65,000 
53,000 
Tables XXXXIII and XXXXIV serve to illu strate, also, the 
inequalit y of financial rewards between college graduates in 
different fields. Between 1940 and 1954, the incomes of 
several of the occupat ions listed in Table XXXXIII became even 
more differentiated. For example, the real income before 
taxes for physicians was up 80%; for industrial workers, up 
48%; for lawyers, up 10 %; while colle ge faculty income dropped 
5%.52 
TABLE XXXXV 
nPercent of Men Graduates Earning $5,000 or over 11 53 
(1947) 
Education 
Humanities 
Social Sciences 
Business Adm. 
Sci. and Math. 
Engineering 
Law, Dent., Med. 
Sl Ibid., p. 105. 
19% 
35% 
37% 
41 % 
44% 
52 % 
62% 
52 Mary Handy, "More Firms Come to Aid of Colle ges", 
Christian Science Monitor, {Apr. 12, 1955). 
53 Havemann and West, They Went to Colle ge, p. 149. 
ll 
One reason why the specialists earn more than the 
humanities graduates is because many of the latter purposely 
choose poorer paying careers; 27% become teachers, 15% enter 
the clergy, and about one percent enter some field of art.54 
But there is a good possibility that many liberal arts students 
will catch up with the faster starting eng ineers, etc. after 
about five years.55 
Not enough is known about the results of higher educa-
tion to say to what extent if any t h e higher earning capacity 
of college graduates is due to the education they received. 
It could be argued that the higher earnings were mainly due 
to the fact that more of the most able people went to college. 
~fuatever the reasons may be for · the differences in earnings, 
why do they persist? If the rewards are greater in certain 
fields competition should reduce or eliminate the difference. 
Is the difference in compensation really only a matter 
of location? The hi ghest wages and salaries are found in the 
big cities. Earnings increase in all the professions as the 
size of the cities increases. Although in cities of about 
250,000 to 500,000 population and over the earnings in all 
professions seem to drop except in law where the average 
continues to rise but the median drops.56 Since it has been 
observed that college graduates tend to congregate in the 
54 Ibid., p. 149. 
55 Harriman, "Job Prospects". 
56 Samuelson, Economics, lst ed., p. 98. 
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larger cities, then maybe that is the only difference be-
tween their earning s and those of the non-colle ge people. 
This factor is not the complete answer, however, because 
surveys show that the college graduate makes more money wher-
ever he lives. 57 
Actually, of course, college trained people do not receive 
a relatively higher wage simply because they have been educated 
but because they have something that others want that is in 
relatively short supply. It doesn't make any difference how 
much intelligence a position requires or how much pre s t i ge it 
c a rries, if there are more applicants than openings the wage 
will drop unless there is some form of restriction. The same 
principle applies, of course, to positions with undesirable 
features. If the scarcity factor could be removed from educa-
tion, would it still have income value? "A survey of the 
effect of education on wages and the results of some original 
investigations have failed to show that education as such has 
any effect upon earning powern.S8 The author qualifies this 
statement by recognizing that educe.tion has acted to reduce 
the number of qualified personnel for some occupations and 
thereby kept wages up in these occupations. ~he statement is 
still probably too extreme. If it was not for education, in 
comparable form at least, the technological progress that has 
57 Havemann and West, ~hey Went To College, p. 31. 
58 Harold F. Clark, Economic Theor~ and Correct 
Occupational Distribution {New York, 19°1), p. 8. 
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made possible our high standard of living with its high wages 
would not have been achieved. A study by Northeastern 
University revealed that industry pays top wages to graduates 
mainly because it has discovered that they possess certain 
traits of character more than non-college people. College 
graduates have more ability to work easily with others, and 
have more leadership ability, initiative, perserverance, and 
ability to get things done (not counting technical ability). 
Except for technical ability, " ••• business is not apparently 
concerned very much with what students learn in college, but 
only in the fact that college turns them into more mature and 
balanced individuals".59 But whether it is personality or 
brains that business wants today, it is still t heir relative 
scarcity that makes businessmen willing to pay a higher price 
for them. It is more appropriate, then, to consider why the 
scarcity persists rather than just why the wage difference 
exists. 
If it were possible to take an inventory of the abilities 
of the American people, and the results were plotted on a 
graph, we would expect to find a normal distribution. Ab.ility 
as used here would include intelligence and all the various 
physical skills and also the personality types desired by 
business. If ability is normally distributed, why is the 
income distribut.ion curve skewed toward the lower brackets?60 
S9 Harriman, "Job Prospects". 
60 Samuelson, Economics, p. 81. 
One reason for this discrepancy may be an unwillingness on 
the part of some individuals with potential ability to make 
the short run sacrifices necessary to prepare themselves for 
the higher paying positions that they are capable of holding. 
It may also de due to ignorance of the advantages that can be 
obtained through higher education. This ignorance may be 
more than just a matter of failing to make accurate observa-
tions of the current employment situation. It is more likely 
due to the impossibility of predicting relative opportunities 
over a period of possibly half a century through which an 
individual's career may extend. Then there are the obstacles 
to receiving the education needed to enter the higher paying 
fields. 
Barriers may sometimes be established which have the 
effect, if not the intention, of excluding many applicants to 
a particular field, with the result that compensation remains 
high for those already established. Restrictions on entering 
a profession may be imposed by: (1) limiting the number of 
facilities for training, (2) special "licensing and examining 
procedures," and (3) "professional associations operating in 
collaboration with the government." 61 In fact, the National 
Commission on Accrediting has urged professional societies to 
abandon accrediting practices because they were developing 
into a guild system for the protection of members of their 
61 Harris, How Shall We Pay For Higher Education?, p. 67. 
15 
62 professions. These entrance restrictions are less obvious, 
perhaps, than those that would be employed by regular labor 
unions. They are justified publicly as being essential to the 
achievement of the highest standards; although it may be of 
more benefit to society to sacrifice a certain degree of profes-
'76 
sional excellence in order to obtain a greater amount of service. 
Obviously such restrictions, by reducing the supply of trained 
people in certaln fields below the level that would seek employ-
ment at the wages offered, result in an increase in compensa-
tion beyond what might be expected on the basis of disutility 
of training. 
According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, 
professional workers' earning s are from 85% to 180% 
higher than those of non-professional workers in 
communities of the same size, though they would have 
to earn only 70% more to6~ake the two pursuits equally attractive financially." 
The medical profession is especially subject to criticism in 
this respect because they can earn so much more than others. 
A few comparisons are enough to illustrate this point. 
Medical school graduates can anticipate an income of from 
$300,000 to $400,000 (total) more than the non-college worker, 
while other college graduates can anticipate only $100,000 
more.
64 Notice in ~able XXXXVI that the increase in the 
62 Ostheimer, A Statistical Anal sis of 
Hi her Education in the United States 19 
63 Harris, Op. Cit., p. 68. 
64 Harris, nEconomics of Higher Education", American 
Economic Review, (March, 1953), p. 344. 
number of physicians did not keep pace with the rise in the 
number of people in other professions or with the rise in 
population. There are other factors involved, of course, 
but these figures at least indicate the existence of what 
would be called "featherbedding" in industrial occupations. 
TABLE XXXXVI 
"Percentag e Increase in Certaio5Professions From 1910 to 1940."b 
Population 
Physicians 
Lawyers 
Dentists 
Teachers 
Engineers 
43% 
13% 
58% 
76% 
86% 
212% 
Samuelson concludes that doctors are too scarce on the basis 
of national needs, total earnings of physicians, and the 
number of young people who are anxious and able to become 
doctors if they could affort it. 66 
The third general type of inequality in earnings is 
that between college graduates in the same fields. The 
actual reasons for these differences may be ability, person-
ality, influential friends, etc., but these variables are 
hard to isolate and trace. Differences have been discovered, 
however, in comparisons of graduates according to several 
other characteristics. For example, in Table XXXXVII notice 
how those graduates who earned none of their expenses while 
in college eventually gained more of the top paying positions 
65 Harris, ~he Market for College Graduates, p. 40. 
66 Samuelson, Economics, p. 104. 
T7 
than those who earned some or all of their way. 'rhe actual 
difference in the 40 and over age bracket in this sample is 
11%. One reas on for this difference may be due to the 
sampling technique. The men in each categ ory are different 
people; the earning power of the same men has not been traced 
over the period of their careers. This method allows for the 
influence of many outside variables such as changes in back-
grounds and abilities of college applicants, and changed 
economic conditions. Table XXXXVIIT shows that the difference 
persists when the earning s of businessmen and professional men 
are distinguished, and that it is in business that the dif-
ference is most profound. 
TABLE XXXXVTI 
"Earnings of Self-Help and Family-Supported Graduatesn67 
Percent of' Men Graduates Who Earn: 
Less than $ 3000 to $5000 to $ 7500 
Age College Expenses $ 3000 $5000 $ 7500 and over 
Earned 
40 and Earned none of 
over colle ge expenses 14% 23% 21% 42% 
Earned up to half 
26% of colle ge exp. 10% 26% 38 % 
Earned half' to all 
of' college exp. 11% 34% 24% 31% 
Earned none of 
30 college expenses 14% 4 1% 22 % 23% 
to Earned up to half' 
39 of college exp. 13% 45% 23% 19% 
Half to all 12% 48% 25% 15% 
Under None 39% 50% 8 % 3% 
Up to half 37% 51 % 9% 3 % 
30 Half to all 31-i-% 56 % 8 % 2 % 
67 Havemann and West, They vJent to College, p. 171 
TABLE XXXXVIII 
"The Financial Gap between Self'-Hg8P and Family-
Supported Graduates" 
Businessmen 40 and older 
Self-Help Family-Supported 
Graduates Graduates 
$7500 
41% 53% & over $5000 to 
27% 19% ~7500 
3000 to $5000 25% 20% 
Under 
$3000 7% 8% 
Professional Men 40 and older 
Self-Help Family-Supported 
Graduates Graduates 
32% 37% 
22% 19% 
34% 26% 
12% 18% 
The fact that the family-supported graduates have the greatest 
advantag e in business would seem to substantiate the theory 
that family background and influence are primary reasons for 
the higher earnings because it is here that lack of technical 
ability is not such a great barrier. Another explanation 
that applies to both business and the professions is that 
financial assistance may continue for the family-supported 
graduates after graduation permitting further preparation and 
greater selectivity in accepting openings. Havemann and West 
speculate that the 
11 
••• financial gap between the tv.ro groups is getting 
larger instead of smaller.69 It may be that the 
mnger courses required by colleges nowadays for law 
and medical degrees--longer and therefore also more 
expensive--are sque~zing more poor boys than rich 
from these fields."fO 
~e greater expense and greater delay in getting started are 
probably the main reasons why few students who have to earn 
68 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 173. 
69 Ibid, p. 174. 
70 Ibid., p. 175. 
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their way are entering the high paid positions. 
Earnings of graduates in the same occupation also varies 
with the prestige of their alma maters. 
An average student at M.I.T. with a bachelor of science 
degree may get $400.00 (per month) ••• whereas the same 
degree at a less well-known university in another part 
of the country may command only $325.Il 
Table XXXXIX divides the junior colleges, universities, and 
technical schools into seven major categories to show the 
difference in incomes of their graduates. 
TABLE XXXXIX 
Comparison of Graduate Incomes72 
Big Three (Harvard, Yale, Princeton) 
Other Ivy League 
Seventeen Technical Schools 
20 Famous Eastern Colleges 
The Big ~en (State Universities) 
All Other Midwest Colleges 
All Other Eastern Colleges 
Median Incomes 
7,365 
6,142 
5,382 
5,287 
5,176 
4,322 
4,235 
One would assume that one of the main reasons, at least, 
for the difference in earnings shown in Table XXXXIX is that 
these institutions prepare different propor t ions of people for 
the various occupations. Except for the last two groups who 
have a larger proportion of graduates entering the low paid 
80 
teaching and clerical professions, however, " ••• there are no 
significant differences in the graduates' occupational fieldsu.73 
The differences persist job for job. The prestige value, ac-
cording to Havemann and West, of a graduate's alma mater is 
7l Harriman, "Job Prospects". 
72 Havemann and \11/est, They \.vent to College, pp. 178, 179. 
73 Ibid., p. 179 
even more important to him as far as earning power is con-
cerned than high grades or type of specialty. 'rhese 
differences are distinct from the self-help vs. family-
supported differences previously discussed because many of 
the students in all the institutions included in the study 
had to earn at least part of their own way. 
11 
••• Even in the Tvy League 19~ of the graduates have 
earned more than one half of their expenses, ••• The golden 
touch of the Ivy League falls on rich and poor alike.74 
TABLE L 
nin Reaching Top Income Brackets, College Hakes a Difference"75 
Percent of Graduates, 40 and older, now earning 
$7500 or more per year. 
As students earned more 
than half of coll. exp. 
Ivy League 50~ 
17 Technical Schools 43% 
20 Famous Eastern Colleges 40% 
Big men 40% 
All Other Midwest and Eastern 
Colleges 23% 
As students, 
family paid 
all coll.exp. 
76% 
64% 
50% 
49% 
32% 
Although it was found that a larger proportion of the 
career women graduates entered the professions than men 
graduates, the fact is that their advantage stopped there. 
Their pay level is much lower. The median income for career 
women graduates was $2,689 as compared with $4,689 for men 
graduates in 1947. Table LI emphasizes this inequality. 
74 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 185. 
75 ~., p. 183. 
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TABLE LI 
"'rhe darker side of being a. career woman:- The Pay"76 
$7,500 and over 
$5,000 to $7,500 
$3,000 to $5,000 
Less than $3,000 
Men graduates 
23% 
22% 
41% 
14% 
Career women graduates 
1% 
3% 
32% 
64% 
Table LII illustrates not only discrimination according 
to sex but also racial as represented by the discrimination 
ag ainst our ne gro minority. 
TABLE LII 
"Comparative 1940 per capita earnings of Men and 
Women and of negroes and whites"77 
White 
Ne gro 
Male 
$1,401 
663 
Female 
$ 734 
396 
Outright discrimination in t he form of higher p ay for t h e 
same amount and quality of work is apparent l y avoided. 
Ins t ead, " ••• discrimination usually takes the more subtle and 
more effective form of not admitt ing men and women to the same 
jobs and i n barring negroes from many of the hi gher paid 
jobs". 78 When outright discrimination does occur in the case 
of women it is sometimes justified by claimi ng that they have 
a lower capacity for the work or that their needs are less. 
76 Ibid., p. 75. 
77 Samuelson, Economics, p. 82. From W. S. Woytinsky, 
Earning s and Social Security in the United States, (New York, 
1943). 
78 Samuelson, Economics, p. 82. 
Reli gious affiliation also seems to make a difference in 
the earning powers of college graduates in the same fields. 
TABLE LIII 
Occupation Distribution According to Religion7 9 
Jews Protestants Catholics 
Proprietors, managers, 
34% executives 33% 26% 
Non-teaching Professionals 45% 34% 32% 
l'eachers 6% 12% 13% 
All types of white collar and 
manual workers & farmers 16% 20% 29% 
TABLE LIV 
"Earnings, city size and relig ion»80 
Size of City Earnings Percent of graduates who 
Jewish Protestant Catholic $7,500 and over 27% 21% 15% 
500,000 $5, ooo to $ 7, 5oo 20% 17% 17% 
and over $3,000 to $5,000 32% 37 % 39% 
Less than $3,000 21% 25% 29 % 
$7,500 and over 20% 17% 12% 
2,500 to $5,000 t o $7,500 27 % 16% 15% 
25,000 $3,000 to $5,000 33% 35% 38% 
Less than $3,000 20% 32% 34% 
The differences in earnings indicated in Tables LIII and 
LIV are seen not to be dependent on the size of the community. 
Jewish graduates hi gher earnings are not dependent, either, on 
the fact that so many of them have entered the h i gher paying 
profess ions. "The fact is that even within the professions, 
more Jewish graduates are in the higher income brackets than 
Protestants or Catholics 11 • 81 
79 Havemann and West, They Went to 'College, p. 187. 
80 Ibid., p. 188. 
81 Ibid., p. 187. 
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are: 
Only in the lower paid positions of all categories do the 
members of the three religious groups earn about the same. 
It may be that the Jewish graduates are more strongly 
motivated to make good because they are members of a minority 
group. The reasons for the relatively poor showing of the 
Catholics are harder to discover. It may be due to the fact 
that a large proportion of Catholics are descendents of fairly 
recent Irish and Italian immigrants, and, consequently, they 
may have a more difficult time meeting the financial require-
ments. 
The statistics showing that family aided graduates tend 
to get the higher paying jobs seems to be a partial indication 
that a class structure exists in our society. There is a 
high positive correlation between j_ncome and schooling, but 
this may not be due entirely to education. Taussig and 
Joslyn estimated (in 1932) that a "businessman's son had 100 
times as great a chance of success in business as a laborer's 
son and 20 times as much as a farmer's son. 11 82 
American society in some localities has always been organ-
ized on definite class lines; money and power have been 
passed on from father to son. The different strata have 
been relatively rigid and impenetrable. But until recent-
ly su§b situations were the exception rather than the 
rule. 3 
82 Taussig and Joslyn, American Business Leader (1932) 
in Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 34. 
83 James B. Conant, "Education for a Classless Society" 
Atlantic Monthly 165, No. 5 (May, 1940) p. 8. 
84 
One of the American ideals has been a classless society or, 
rather, a hi gh degree of mobility between the social levels 
uninhibited by any artificial boundaries. Institutions of 
higher learning must be careful that they do not become a 
means for maintaining class barriers. 
TABLE LV 
ttGrades and earnings for men"84 
Percent who earn: 
Occupation Student L.ess than $3000 ~i5000 
85 
.;t. 5 ~7 00 
Grades $3000 to ~;5ooo to $7500 and over 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Businessmen A 8 36 27 
B 11 40 24 
c & D 12 42 22 
Doctors, Lawyers A 9 19 22 
Dentists, B 11 25 18 
Scientists c & D 11 31 21 
Teachers, A 20 49 20 
Clergymen, B 29 56 13 
Artists c & D 32 52 12 
Government Men A 6 42 28 
B 11 53 27 
C & D 11 52 28 
TABLE LVI 
"Grades and earning s for Working Women1185 
Percent who Earn: 
Occupation Student Less than $3000 $5000 
Grades $ 3000 to $5000 and over 
Businesswomen A 61 27 12 
B 72 18 10 
c & D 63 27 10 
Doctors,Lawyers 
Dentists 
Scientists A ~~ ~~ 28 B i~ c & D 50 35 
Teachers,Artists A 55 34 11 
B ~j ~£ ~ c & D 
Government Women A ~} ~~ 11 B 1~ .c & D 
84 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 160 
85 Ibid., p. 161. 
29 
25 
24 
50 
46 
37 
11 
2 
4 -
24 
9 
9 
Tables LV and LVI show derinitely that grades do make a 
dirrerence in the earning capacity of colle ge graduates. 
They also serve to i l lustrate aga i n the discrimination against 
the working woman, for no matter what her grades she will still 
probably be in the low income brackets. At least grades 
afrect the working woman's earning s in about the same way even 
if they are at a dirferent level. 
One of the reasons g iven by many graduates for low 
academic achievement, and also one of the common measures of 
undergraduate success, is participation in extra-curricular 
activities. These activities are prized partly for their 
social rewards, but they are also considered by some to be the 
key to success in the business· world. If success depends on 
who you know more than on what you know, college lire provides 
an excellent opportunity for making contacts that should pay 
dividends in later years. At least, the s t udent can get 
valuable practice in the art of ma..1dng friends and inf'luenc-
I 
ing people. Some " ••• feel that the give and take of extra-
curricular ac t ivities is somehow closer to life as actuall y 
lived than is the theoretical learning of the classroom". 86 
Practically speaking , however, people that sacrifice their 
studies for extra-curricular activities may be making a 
serious mistake. 
"After all, most extra-curricular activities on the campus 
are a mirroring of adult lire, a kind or youthlul i mkta-
tion of the adult world's political organizations, 
86 Havemann and 1-Jest, They \!Vent to College, p. 225. 
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journals, gowling clubs, bridg e clubs, lodges, and 
Rotaries." 7 
The student will have p l e nty of time for t hese activities 
a f ter graduation, wh ile he may never a g ain h ave the strictly 
educat ional o pportunities of'f'ered by the ins t itutions for 
high er educat i on. But how does extra-curricular achievement 
affect the earnings of' graduates? Actually, student 's who 
concentrate · on extra-curricular af'fairs seem to come out 
behind f'inancially. But the . statistics are misleading in 
t h is case, because i n the past less attention was g iven to 
such ac t ivities, i f' at all. 
If we rule out matters of' age and occupational field, 
it turns out t hat the r e are practically n o differences 
at all in the earning s of' g raduates who avoided extra-
curricular activities completely or who eng a g ed in 
one, two, three, or a dozen. Not eve n the matter of 
leadership, as measured by the number of §~pus offices 
held', seems to have ~ he slightest effect. 
It seerus obvious to conclude that the advantages of h i gher 
educa tion far outwe i gh t ne d i sadvantages , a t leas t for those 
WhO .t1aV8 t Lle abil i t y to util i z e it . 'rhere <i -S ·~· a g r eat de&l Of 
v a r i a:tion i n financ i a l benefits , llOweve r , 'depending on t he 
s tuden t's abiliti es an~ in terests , h i s f i e l d of spec i &l i zat i on , 
c;nc1 h i s race , relig ion , loctttion e tc . Future prospects in ti:le 
merk et for educated people , a n impor~ant i nf l uence on pre~en t 
d emand because of h i ghe r e duca tion's va lue as an i n v es t m6nt , 
seem to be p ;rtbnr-is i ng desp ite some ind ication o f' a po:3sible 
s urplus of g raduc-. tes . 
87 Ibid., p. 220. 
88 
Ibid., p. 163. 
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Chap t e r IV The Irrational Elements in Demand 
~~atever the advantages and disadvantages of hi gher 
education may be, the decision to purchase it or not is still 
a matter of individual choice, and, consequently, it cannot 
be predicted accurately on the basis of a rational evaluation 
of conditions. The limited use of rational choice is -evident 
in the following c onclusions from a survey, taken in 1937, of 
1500 students from a total of 4400 graduates of Pennsylvania 
colle ges: 1 
College is accepted largely for irrelevant reasons 
and only exceptionally because a student ' s intellec-
tual interests have be en projected into it and wei ghed 
a g a i nst its actual offerings. Conceived as a vague 
entity, a college is imposed on the student as an 
institution to be entered for its own sake; it is not 
presented to him primarily as an instrument affording 
the s pecific answer to intellectual needs already 
discerned. 
56 of the 100 best students in the group gave the follow-
ing reasons for initial choice of college: 
Friends and family connections 19, locat i on of college 
12, expenses 10, general reputation of college 4, 
curriculum and facilities 4, faculty 2. The rest 
were too vague to be classified. 
63% of this same group of students said they had not conscious-
ly planned their college major while in secondary school. 
Notice that faculty and facilities are of minor importance 
although they will mean the most to these students. 
1 Learned, "Maladjustment in College", The Carnegie 
Foundation, 32d Annual Report (New York, 1937), pp. 25-27. 
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One reason for this apparent lack of rational behavior 
is that people have different objectives in life. If they 
are seeking different things, then their evaluations of a 
particular good or service may be quite different even though 
each person carefully compares advantages against disadvantages. 
It is commonly asswred that people seek the most pleasure for 
the least amount of effort or discomfort, but the" ••• hedonis-
tic calculus •••• is but a culture trait ••• ", 2 and is only 
important because we are accustomed to using it. 
The lack of comprehensive information about requirements, 
enabling conditions, alternative opportunities, etc., is 
obviously an obstacle to rational analysis, and there is also 
the lack of time--and motivation--to use this information. 
"Human nature is characterized by inertia.") People tend 
to rely on habit, "a settled disposition or tendency to ac-
tion due to repetition", 4 and to follow the customs of their 
particular family or society. A specific custom probably 
has its origin in utility, but once accepted it is difficult 
for a single individual to change. The attitudes that 
people develop as a result of their own experiences or through 
the influence of family and friends become habitual and are 
more unalterable than one might expect.5 Because of this 
. 2 Ruby Turner Norris, The The or~ of Cons.umer 1 s Demand, 
revised ed. (New Haven, 1952), p. 66~ 
3 Leland J. Gordon, Economics for Consumers (New York, 
1939), p. ?8. 
4 Ibid., p. 26. 
5 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 15. 
inertia, knowledge of conditions is allowed to become out-
dated, and demand schedules tend to be discontinuous. Even 
though people may recognize the utility of more education, 
and believe. they are able to meet the requirements, they may 
still hold to old purchasing practices because of the incon-
venience of readjustment. 6 
Thus, we tend to rely on habit and custom to avoid the 
inconvenience of making our own decisions. There are 
circumstances, however, that stimulate a greater degree of 
deliberation-and with more deliberation there is less likeli-
hood of irrational thinking. 
Careful deliberation is most likely to be used when the 
purchase under consideration is . thought to be an important 
one because of prestige value, personal use, expense, etc., 
or when purchases of a particular good or service are made 
infrequently or occur under new circumstances, or when there 
has been dissatisfaction with past purchases.7 Such condi-
tions are quite likely to prevail in the purchase of educa-
tional services. If deliberation increases with expense, 
we would expect that it would also vary inversely with income, 
but people in the lower income groups have generally been 
found to be less careful. Education is also relavant. 
In general, people in occupations requiring the most 
education and granting the highest incomes had a high 
degree of deliberation except that clerical and sales 
6 Norris, Consumer's Demand, p. 103. 
7 Katona, Purchase Decisions, p. 31. 
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personnel (who should have been medSocre) turned out 
to be the most deliberative group. 11 
On the other hand, deliberation is likely to be a~~evi­
ated when there are precipitating conditions (such as urgent 
need) which make a hasty decision seem necessary. Such 
c onditions are hard to imagine in the case of higher educa-
tion except possibly in the choice of particular institutions 
or subjects. 
The main reason for the unpredictability of motivation 
is that human nature is so unstable and changeable. A 
detailed explanation of the vicissitudes of human behavior 
cannot be attempted here, but there are several characteris-
tics of motivation that can be fairly easily identified. It 
is obvious that both environmental and physiological factors 
are involved becoming mixed into"··· an unstable and 
irrational complex of reflex actions, impulses, instincts, 
habits, customs, climate, and fashions 11 .9 But people's 
motives cannot all be explained entirely by identifying the 
particular stimuli they have been exposed to. Psychologists 
have come to recognize in recent years that the set of life 
goals that each of us develops as a result of everyday ex-
periences also plays a major part. 10 These preconceived 
8 Eva Mueller, "The Sample Survey", Consumer Behavior 
(New York, 1954), p. 55. 
9 Waite and Cassady, The Consumer and the Economic Order, 
p. 138. 
10 Ralph W. Tyler, "Human Behavior", NEA Journal XXXXIV, 
no. 7 (October, 1955), p. 426. 
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objectives color our interpre t a t ions or events and situations 
and tend t o count eract s hort run impulses a n d even habits. 
11 \rJants are no t , therefore, single and one-dimensional. They 
are a complex or desires ror different services, each unique 
in time if in no other dimensions." 11 And there are probably 
groups or clusters or wants that can be satisfied by one or 
many types or goods or services. Many wants are stable and 
relatively permanent but others are subject to fluctuation. 
Some want s are " ••• gener a lly in a cons t ant process or 
elaboration, definition, inte gration, realization and 
fluc t uation". 12 
One or the complicating aspects about motivation is that 
t he same variable may serve to influence different people 
both for and ag ainst purchase. 13 For example, scholastic 
requirements are usually cons i dered as discourag ing enroll-
ment, but some students are attracted by t h em because of the 
challenge presented. Some people may even be a t tracted by 
h igh tuition charges because they like to be exclusive or to 
make a show or their wealth. 
Because of the characteristic changeableness of basic 
wants, it is relatively easy for desire to be shifted from 
one object to another. 1 4 Some of the forces t hat are most 
11 Norris, Consumer Demand, p. 140. 
12 Foote, ~he Autonomy of the Consumer, p. 17. 
l3 George Katona, "Economic Psychology", Outside 
Reading s in Economics 2d ed. (New York, 1956), p. 158. 
l4 "V.Tants" are different .from "desiresn in t h at they 
(wants) are undirected. 
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effective in shifting motivation are: public opinion, the 
institutions themselves, and general social, economic, 
religious, and political conditions. 
Public opinion is probably the most effective influence 
on enrollment because consumption is not "an individual 
matter"-imitation, whether conscious or not, is a strong 
human tendency. 1.5 Sometimes the only real reason why a: 
person seeks higher education is simply because other people, 
especially those that he respects, have attended college or 
are planning to. Some people are drawn into college because 
16 the omission would make them feel conspicuous. Public 
opinion is an important influence at several stages in the 
development of demand. ~e insti t utions themselves are 
organized within the limits of what people expect them to be. 
The exchange value of higher education in the business world 
depends on the attitudes of prospective employers. Public 
approval is needed for the expenditure of public funds to 
prepare children for a college career and to maintain public 
institutions of higher learning. It also serves as a source 
of information about higher education even though it can be 
expected to be considerably distorted. 
George E. Hill draws the conclusion, based on a four 
year study of 400 Southern Ohio young people, that "the most 
potent determiners of college proneness are in the cultural 
l.5 Waite and Cassady, The Consumer, p. 1. 
16 Ibid., p. 136. 
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and educational traditions, ambitions, and h opes or the 
ramily". 17 However, it is possible that the ramilies have 
los t some of their influence over young people and that the 
modern American child is more closely orient ed to his peer. 
Although our complex society ofrers more people the 
oppor t unity to bridge the gap between desire and its 
realization, we are more subject to control by the group. 
Individual wants are encouraged or discouraged on the basis 
of the group concept or their prestige value or welrare value. 
Man's gregarious nature and weak individuality do not permit 
hi t di d t t · bl extent. 18 m o sreg ar group cus oms o any apprecla e 
American society, in general, acts as a special sort or 
environment t hat arrects people's attitudes toward higher 
educat i on. Our society expects a lot or its colle ges and 
universities. It expects everyone with ability to attend, 
and it respects, although often reluctantly and without 
appreciating exactly why sometimes, these institutions and 
t he peop le who graduate rrom them--at least when it needs 
t heir services. 
This does not mean that t he public wholly accepts the 
intellectual values which colle ges and universities 
promote--quite the contrary. There is a strong anti-
intellectual str ain in our society, as a reading of 
t omorrow's newspaper will s how.l9 
l7 Daniels, "Who Should Go to Colle ge", Educational 
Opportunities, p. 152. From George E. Hill, "colleg e 
Proneness, A Guidance Problem", Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (Oct. 1954), p. 73. 
18 Gordon, E conomics for Consumers, p. 25. 
19 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 63. 
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The American public has not valued education too hi ghly 
in comparison with other activities. 20 
During the last decade, college attendance has increased 
by only one third, while ab ility to p~I for a college 
education has risen by three fourths. 
In spite of the expansion of higher education over the past 
few decades, the United States " ••• is not really a f£holarly 
nation at heart". It has been the accepted grammar school 
attitude ••• to hate school, resent the teachers, and get by 
with as little work as possible 11 • 22 Outside the classroom 
cultural subjects are mostly taboo. Both the high school 
and adult world refrain from using cultural subjects in con-
versation. 2 3 A greal deal, of course, depends on the ex-
periences a student has in the primary and secondary school 
systems. "If the prevailing atmosphere of a high school is 
essentially discipinarian and anti-intellectual, many students 
will feel little disposed to go on to college."24 The 
strength of the anti-intellectual strain is especially evident 
when incomes are hard pressed with rising taxes and rising 
prices. Then it becomes harder for parents to see the sense 
t o sending their child to college unless the child happens to 
be especially talented. 
20 Harris, How Shall We Pay for Higher Education, p. 200. 
21 Daniels, "Must ~Te Choose", p. 163. 
22 Havemann and West, They Went To College, p. 202. 
23 Ibid., p. 202. 
24 ~illett, Financing Higher Education. 
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Perhaps, however, the attitude toward education has 
improved in recent years. A report f'or Fortune magazine, 
Higher Education, states that colleges have "come of' age" as 
f'ar as the American public is concerned. Higher education 
is not dismissed so easily today as an impractical waste of' 
time, but the main basis f'or this change in attitude has been 
a recognition of' the economic value of' education--not its 
many social and cultural advantages. 25 But then too, " ••• 
college has become at least partly a social habit;: it is the 
thing to do, and practically every parent who can af'f'ort it 
tries to give it to his c hi ldren11 • 26 
A nationwide public opinion survey taken by Elmo Roper 
in the f'all of' 1950, although concerned mainly with primary 
and secondary education, asked some questions that are 
signif'icant f'or higher education as well. 
summarized in the f'ollowing tables :·2 7 
The results are 
TABLE LVII 
"In general, would you say school children today 
are being taught more worthwhile and usef'ul 
things than children were 20 years ago, or about 
as worthwhile things?" 
More 
Worthwhile 
67. 
Not as No More, Don't Know, 
Worthwhile No Less No Answer 
Total percentage 
Economic level 
upp er income 
13. 12.1 7. 9 
Lower middle income 
lowest income 
Education 
8th grade or less 
High school 
college 
72.1 
69.0 
61.8 
62.3 
69.0 
72.3 
11.5 
12.7 
14.1 
i~:~ 
12.9 
25 Higher Education, A Supplement 
1949), p. ~ . 
to 
11.2 5.2 
12.0 6.3 
12.5 11.6 
11.8 ll.g 
12.9 5. 
11.3 3.5 
Fortune (September, 
26 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 4. 
27 ''What U. S. Things About Its Schools", Lif'e 
(October 16, 1950), pp. 12-14. 
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TABLE LVIII 
Taking everything into consideration would you say you 
are very satisfied with the public school system in 
your coinrnunity? 
97 
Very Only fairly Not Don't Know 
satisfied satisfied satisfied no answer 
Total percentage 33.4 38.2 16.8 11.6 
Economic Level 
upper income 24.3 42.6 24.0 9 .1 
lower middle income 34.5 38.9 17.4 9.2 
lowest income 35.0 35.3 13.0 16.7 
Education 
8th grade or less 38.3 33.5 13.4 14.8 
High School 33.2 40.1 16.1 10.6 
college 27.1 42.5 24.2 6.2 
TABLE LIX 
As part of our present school system, we provide education 
for every child who wants to go through high school. Do 
you think we should extend this to include some free 
college education for all who want it, and can qualify for 
it, or do you think giving them a free grammar and high 
school education is enough? 
~otal percentage 
Occupation 
Professional 
salaried-executive 
proprietor-farm 
salaried-minor 
wages-factory 
Some :free 
college education 
57.1 
58.6 
55.4 
38.5 
64.7 
63.6 
TABLE LX 
Give them 
enough now 
36.5 
38.2 44.6 
58.0 
31.3 
30.7 
Don't know 
no answer 
3.2 
What do you think are the two or three most important 
things young people should get out of' high school? 
Total percentage 
Academic Vocational 
background training,etc. 
13.4 41.3 
Discipline, 
responsibility, 
tolerance, etc. 
45.3 
TABLE LXI 
What things do you wish you had learned more about or 
studied more of? (asked of those who wished they had 
learned or studied more of certain subjects--?6.8% 
of total). 
Humanities Natural Social Business Domestic 
Total Science Science Courses Science 
Percentage 38.1 3.5.9 23.8 13.1 6 • .5 
TABLE LXII 
Rank the order of importance to the community of the 
following: 
Teacher Clergyman Public Official Merchant Lawyer 
'Po tal 
Percentage 31.3 27.1 19.1 12.8 9.7 
Tables LVII and LVIII above indicate that people think 
there has been an improvement in education, but tl~t the schools 
are still not good enough. Table LIX is interesting be~ause 
it gives some indication of tbe value people attribute to 
higher education. There must also be involved some considera-
tion for the added cost of this increased education. In 
Tables LX and LXI there is an inconsistancy. Table LX seems 
to be in line with a survey mentioned earlier which showed 
that colle ge students with specialized training gained the 
higher paying jobs, but in answering the question for Table 
LXI the people showed that they really did miss liberal arts 
subjects. This inconsistancy is further compounded in Table 
LXII which shows that the highest paying profess i ons are not 
considered to be the most important ones in the community. 
A public opinion survey published by Fortune magazine 
reports that "eighty-three percent of all the people would 
want a son of theirs (if they had one) to go to colle ge, 69 
percent want college for their daughters." The response to 
this survey included such reservations as: "only if' the child 
wants to", "if we can af'f'ord it", or 11 if' ,he is qualified", 
leaving only 62 ~ with no qualifications for their sons and 50~ 
with no qualifications for their daughters. 28 
Another method for discovering people's opinions of' higher 
education is a direct survey of opinion of the graduates. The 
value of such a survey, however, is limited because only about 
10% of the American people have attended college, and the 
potential student's decision to apply is inf'luenced by the 
attitudes of a great many people. On the other hand, it is 
known that children of' parents who have attended college are 
more likely to apply (see below). 
Table LXIII shows the results of' one opinion poll, but 
it is an evaluation that involves non-economic benefits, and 
the respondents were probably concerned partly with the 
relative merits of their particular colleges and universities 
rather than those of institutions of higher education in 
general. 
TABLE LXIII 
"A vote of confidence f'or alma mater" 29 
Ivy League 
Big Ten 
17 Technical Schools 
20 Famous Eastern Coll. 
All other 1'1idwest Coll. 
All other Eastern Coll. 
Percent of' Graduates who: 
would attend same would not attend 
college again same college again 
98% 2% 
84% 16% 
81~ 19~ t~~ ~~% 
72% 28% 
29 Havemann and West, They Went to College, p. 214. 
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It is interesting to note that the Time Magazine 
survey used by Havemann and West found that about 98 % of the 
graduates in their sample would go to college a gain if they 
had to do it all over again, while 84% would go back to the 
same college. 3° They found that 
' 
" ••• remarkably few graduates have regrets of any 
kind about their college careers, except on the 
question of generalize d versus specialized courses. 
Only 44% feel they mad a wise choice on this matter, 
•.. 35% wish they had taken more specific training 
••• and 20% wish they had taken a more generalized 
education. 11 31 
The amount of satisfaction with colle ge was found to depend 
more on the number of high grades rather than the major field 
or the field actually entered after college.32 Also satis-
faction, surprisingly enough seems to depend very little on 
extra-curricular activities. 33 
TABLE LXIV 
"Opinions on Occupational Benefits of College"34 
Percent who say that, in their present 
occupations, college has helped: 
a lot some not at all 
Men 73% 25% 2% 
Working women 72 % 26% 2 % 
Housewives and other 
women 58% 38% 4% 
All graduates 70% 28% 2% 
30 Ibid., p. 126. 
31 
.!.!?.!.£· ' p. 127 • 
32 
Ibid., 229. p. 
33 Ibid., p. 228. 
34 Havemann and West, Thez "~dent To College, p. 378. 
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TABLE LXV 
"Higher Education Rated as Preparation for Earning aLiving"35 
Men 
Women 
Total 
A 
45% 
39% 
43% 
B 
36% 
39% 
37% 
c 
13% 
15% 
14% 
Don't Know 
3% 
5% 
4% 
Alfred Marshall's description of supply and demand as 
comparable to two blades of a pair of scissors is somewhat 
misleading because these forces are not equal in strength. 
Supply seems to have a more prominent position if only for the 
fact that desire is partly a reaction to whatever object is 
available that can bring satisfaction.36 " ••• The very 
existance of a commodity is itself necessary before any 
significant demand for it on the part of consumers is con-
ceivable."37 Each individual tends to concentrate his atten-
tion and interest on a comparatively limited set of objects 
and activities until even his thinking is modified by them. 
Naturally, those goods and services which a person has become 
accustomed to and are most readily accessible are the ones he 
most desires. 
It is easy to imagine many different ways in which higher 
education could be performed--some of which might even be more 
effective, but the custom of attending colleges and universi-
35 Julian L. Woodward, "Students RepDrt on Field of 
Specialization and Appraise the Value of College Experience", 
College and University, XXIV, No. 4 (July, 1949), p. 378. 
36 Katona, "A Study of Purchase Decisions", p. 30. 
37 Norris, Consumer Demand, p. 90. 
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ties is firmly established, and the individual who challenges 
the system by educating himself or uses some unrecognized 
system sacrifices one of tbe main offerings of the established 
order-its stamp of approval, valuable in both the business and 
social worlds. 
Inst i tutions of hig her learning also act directly to 
influence demand. There are many reasons why the institutions 
find such action necessary or desirable, but there are also 
restraining factors peculiar to this type of service. 
Although inst i tutions of higher education are not 
org an ized on a profit basis, it is reasonable to expect that 
the people that administer them a re subject to motivations 
similar to those of business leaders. The desire for bigness 
c an be expected because of the example of other org anizations 
and because of t he necessity to compete in a business world. 
The r e se ems to be a natural tendency for an institution to 
strive to maintain itself and to grow. The human beings who 
have become leaders of an organization and receive some 
compensation from it, either financially or with some measure 
of prestige, become motivated t o promote that org anization 
for in so doing they promote themselves and/or the thing s 
they believe in. 
The extent of this personal motivation is, of course, 
,. 
indistinct, but growth in the form of large enrollments has 
become recognized a s a definite necessity. Because of t he 
decre a se in endowment income and the lower returns on invest-
ments, the institutions have become much more dependant on 
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income from student charges. 
Income in any form is a matter of critical importance to 
institutions of higher education because they are less able 
to adjust to variations than the average business firm. They 
have a high overhead in plant and staf f which is rather in-
flexible. It is difficult for an accredited institution to 
reduce its staff in response to a loss in enrollments because 
of the necessity to maintain required departments.38 
There is also a relation between income and quality of 
service offered--or rather between income and scholastic 
reputation. The assumption that quality really depends on 
large expenditures for personnel and equipment can be disputed, 
but it does serve as a common argument for encouraging enroll-
ment. An institution with a small economy budget can be 
criticized as not fulfilling its responsibilities.39 
Although some institutions have made drastic concessions 
in standards and practices in an effort to gain larger en-
rollments, there is a resistance to such changes that has the 
effect of inhibiting the action of supply factors on demand 
and preventing supply from accomodating more of the potential 
demand. One reason for restraint may be the attitude that 
education should be protected from dependence on consumer 
choice. The traditional curriculum is sup ported a g ainst 
substitution by more salable ones because of the belief that 
1.03 
it offers special values that the uninitiated cannot appreciate. 
38 Ostheimer, Student Charges, pp. 63-68. 
39 Ostheimer, Student 'Charges, p. 59. 
Some of' the private institutions, especially the prestige 
colleges in the Eastern states, enjoy almost a complete 
monopolistic position because of' their long established reputa-
tion, but, in general, the relation between institutions can 
be classif'ied as monopolistic competition. Their position is 
such that they can expect to be able to make some changes in 
requirements or promotional activity without retaliation by 
other institutions, but most institutions do not make the 
ef'f'ort to learn how f'ar they can go bef'ore retaliation, and 
so they are of'ten af'raid to do much of' anything. Also, many 
institutions have not made theeff'ort to understand the 
characteristics of' their clientele, and what groups they are 
best qualif'ied to serve.4° Since it is dif'f'icult for a 
single institution to appraise its competitive position very 
accurately, the easiest thing to do is to f'ollow what similar 
institutions are doing.4l There is a similarity of' tuition 
charges and timing of' changes between institutions that of'f'er 
similar services. Is this similarity due to similar costs or 
does it ref'lect real or imagined competition? If' competition 
is the main f'actor here, it probably means a sort of' price 
leadership rather than some f'orm of' mutual agreement. Since 
institutions of' higher learning are not hampered by anti-
trust laws, they could co-operate more to reduce the incon-
veniences of' competition.42 
40 Harris, The Market for College Graduates, p. 5o. 
4l Commission on Financing Higher Education, Nature and 
Needs of' Higher Education, (New York, 1952), p. 128. 
4 2 Harris, How Shall We Pay f'or Higher Education?, p. 200. 
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Competition may be limited somewhat and is variable, but 
sometimes it" ••• seems almost unhealthy in its intensity".43 
• 
o/here is competition for funds, public attention, and faculty, 
but actually competition for the most qualified students seems 
to be about the strongest.44 Institutions compete by modify-
ing requirements, ctiang ing t he content and quality of their 
curriculums, or engaging in direct promotional activities. 
Many students attend college because they believe that 
a primary goal in life is the achievement of a high income, 
and they look for courses that will be of direct benefit to 
them in this objective. Many colleges recognize the 
importance of this drive and use it in their selling campaigns 
especially during the lean years. This tendency is sometimes 
noticeable in the labels given to some courses or in the 
prestige that some institutions attach to financially success-
ful alumni. Some institutions may become so tuned to the 
wishes of their clientele that they will develop new courses 
almost overnight to adjust to the latest demands.45 
~he organization and tradition of higher education in 
the United States is such that most institutions have a 
following of sympathetic supporters. 
In a sense each of the eighteen hundred or more colleges 
in America is a little kingdom. Each has its clientele, 
4 3 Nature and ~eeds of Higher Education, p. 34. 
44 Harris, "Ec0nomics of Higher Education", American 
Economic Review (March, 1953), p. 344. 
45 Hollinshead, Who Should Go to College, p. 44. 
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its constituency, or its following, however this may be 
expressed, all me~bers or which have pledged their 
"loyal devotion".46 
The size and enthusiasm or an institution's clientele 
depends on the type or educational program offered, standards, 
prestige, and various intangible factors.47 Most under-
graduates are at a stage in ·life when they easily develop an 
attachment for an institution like a college. The institu-
tion doesn't have to try very hard to win lifelong, unpaid 
salesmen whose enthusiasm may sometimes wane but often grows 
stronger a g ain in later life. To them colle ge means one 
place, and if their children want a higher education, and 
there is a good charlce that they will, they will probably be 
gently pushed into their parent's alma mater. 
Most institutions maintain machinery to capitalize on 
the natural softness: of alumni toward their alma mater, and 
to win friends and influence people wherever possible. The 
program really be g irts on the campus with student organiza-
tions and activities that help to develop student interest in 
their college and is followed up after graduation by the 
alumni office and the prestdent. The objective is to develop 
a constituency from which the college can gain financial . 
support and new students.48 
46 Ib i d. , p • 41 • 
47 Commission 9n Financing Higher Education, Nature and 
Needs of Higher Education, p. 127. 
4S Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 47. 
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A rough estimate is that half the present student body 
of the average college is in that particular college 
because of the influence of relatives or friends of 
its constituency.49 
The extent to which a college participates in these 
selling campaigns depends on its status in relation to other 
institutions of higher learning and upon the way the enroll-
ment picture looks in general. If an institution enjoys 
considerable attractive power because of it prestige, its 
alumni, its more favorable location, its curriculum, or its 
faculty, then it will not find it necessary to keep a very 
large admissions office unless, perhaps, many other institu-
tiona are conducting vigorous campaigns. Some of the less 
favorably situated colleges maintain admissions staffs of 
from two to twenty "admissions counselors" who travel 
around, sometimes in prescribed territories and with quotas 
to be met, visiting homes and secondary schools to talk with 
anyone who may be interested.50 
Another unique feature of higher education that has 
become a rather effective weapon in the competition for 
students is the scholarship. Money is allocated to a 
scholarship fund basically because the college recognizes 
that many talented young people are not able to receive the 
benefits of a college education because of the financial 
barrier. Institutions also recognize that they stand to 
gain from the assistance to d~serving students because a 
49 Ibid., p. 48. (Compare with Learned's report on 
page 88 01'this paper). 
50 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 49. 
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student body of high quality in one of the best selling 
assets a college can have. Many colleges are anxious to use 
scholarships to aid in improving the national distribution of 
its student population, partly because they believe this 
variety will help in the educational process, and partly be-
cause they want to tap new financial areas.5l 
~he results of scholarship competition can be detrimental 
to the interests of all concerned. It can lead to an 
emphasis on false values such as an excessive athletic program 
and social or financial separation of students.52 "Rivalries 
in recruiting sometimes spoil the student by giving him the 
impression that he is conferring a favor upon a particular 
college by attending it."53 R. K. Snyder, speaking from the 
viewpoint of institutions of higher learning in the West, is 
particularly critical of scholarship campaigns used by 
Eastern institutions. He states that" ••• scholarships are, 
in my opinion, rapidly developing into a Frankenstein which, 
if not checked, may well destroy the independent colleges 
and even the universities 11 .54 He explains that scholarships 
are being used increasingly for competitive purposes rather 
than to enable deserving students to obtain an education. 
5l Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 284. Also: 
Rixford K. Snyder, "Recent Developments in College Admissions", 
College and University, XXIX (Oct., 1953 to July, 1954). 
52 Millett, Financin~ Higher Education, p. 72; and The 
Commission on Financing H gher Education, Nature and Needs of 
Higher Education, p. 34. 
53 Nature and Needs of Higher Education, p. 35. 
54 Snyder, "Recent Developments in College Admissions", 
p. 575. 
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Even students who could pay their own way are offered 
scholarships, and they often shop around to see which 
institution will give them the best deal financially. With 
such a large proportion of the scholarship funds expended in 
a struggle over the most desirable students little is left 
for use in providing hi gher education to t he lar ge number of 
students who are a lso well qualified and need help. Students 
come to expect scholarship aid as a right due them55not only 
students with high grades but others who have observed that 
scholarships are not awarded to the most deser~ing always. 
The individual does not know the actual basis for making the 
awards, and when he learns that someone wh o doesn't even have 
a g ood secondary school record h a s received a scholarship 
from an Eastern institution, how is he to know that the 
colle ge is only trying t o improve its student distribution--
or would he be sympathetic if he did kno~?56 
Notice that t he activities of institut ions of higher 
education affect enabling conditions as well as motivational 
forces, because they not only modify requirements but also 
attempt to influence attitudes. Many other variables act 
similarly in several directions. General economic conditions 
are a good example; they influence demand in several ways. 
In general, continued high income and wealth contribute to 
inelastic demand in three ways: more families can affor·d 
55 Daniels, "Student Attitude Toward Loans", p. 118. 
56 Snyder, "College Admissions", p. 576. 
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education, larger philanthropic contributions are possible, 
and large tax revenues to the government permit greater 
provisions for educational facilities for the primary and 
secondary schools that prepare youth for higher education.57 
Changes in business conditions also change the signi-
ficance ofmher variables involved such as socio-economic 
status, the market for educated people, competitive positions 
of the institutions for higher education, and the attractive-
ness of alt ernative activities. Hollinshead notes that 
"in general, it may be said that both bad times and 
g ood times hinder colle g e going. In good times 
the financial attraction of a job competes success-
fully with the colleges. In bad time;8there is li t tle money to pay colleg e e x penses." 
In fact, during the depression period of the early 1930s, 
59 
the overall school population rose by a few million. 
Enrollment has already been compared with national 
income, but that is only one aspect of the overall economic 
picture. 
"The bus i ness cycle ••• consists of a great deal 
more than simply a change in the general price 
level. There are chang es in employment, rates 
of wages, volume of production, profits, interest 
rates, volume ob credit, and other important 
relationships." 0 
A more general measure of the economy than the national 
income is needed to include these other elements of the 
economy. 
57 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 75. 
58 Hollinshead, ~fuo Should Go To Colle ge, p. 66. 
59 Kallen, Education of Free Men, p. 32. 
60 Waite and Cassady, o/.he Consumer and The Economic Order, 
p. 48. 
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A study by Marcia Edwards in 1931 compared enrollments 
in 96 American colleges and universities with the index o~ 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company from 1888 to 1931. 
Edwards found that there was" ••• a positive relation between 
61 
the index and college enrollment for the years 1890 to 1930". 
Except for the period during World War I, a six year cycle was 
noticeable which generally lagged behind changes in consumer 
conditions by about two years. There were also considerable 
differences in enrollment trends between ins t itutions. For 
example, institutions in industrial centers showed a higher 
correlation. 
The gross national product is perhaps the best general 
indicator of the state of the national economy. The GNP 
in constant dollars is given in Table LXVI for comparison 
with the enrollment figures in Table I. 
TABLE LXVI 
"Gross National Product in Constant (1947) 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
149.3 
135.2 
126.6 
107.6 
103.7 
113.4 
127.8 
142.5 
153.5 
145.9 
157.5 
171.6 
198.2 
223.6 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
62 Prices." 
248.9 
268.2 
263.1 
233.8 
232.2 
243.9 
241.5 
264.7 
282.9 
293.3 
306.5 
300.5 
319.0 
61 Marcia Edwards, The Relation of College Enrollments 
to Economic Depression in the United States (University o~ 
Minnesota, 1931), p. 38. 
62 Herbert Stein, "GNP Discloses Economic Total", 
The Christian Science Monitor (February 4, 195.6), p. 16. 
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The correlation coefficient, computed by the product 
moment method, comparing the biennial figures for enrollment 
as a percent of the populat:Lon aged 18 to 21 (Table I) with 
the corresponding GNP f:L gures in ~able LXVI, was found to be: 
0.089. This low correlation is probably due to the drop in 
enrollments during the war at the same time GNP was rising. 
The increased GNP means not only that there is more income 
available to spend on higher education along with other goods 
and services, but that there has been a change in the American 
peon le's living standards and spending patterns. Of course 
greater production alone doesn't meah that the people are much 
better off necessarily--it depends on how this net gain is 
used. Some of the surplus has been expended in military 
preparedness--an unwanted but necessary expense- b ut the 
distribution of income has also improved. In 1941, 17'/o of 
the American families had an income before taxes of $3,000 or 
more. Allowing 70'/o to cover the effect of price rises, 
making a 1941 income of $3,000 equal to a 1950 income of 
$5,000, it has been computed that 30% of the population had 
income equal to or more than this latter amount.63 The 
working hours have also been reduced as fol l ows: 70 hours 
per week in 1850, 60 hours in 1900, 44 hours in 1940, and 
40 hours in 1950, with an estimate for 1960 of 37~5 hours. 64 
63 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 135. 
64 Ibid., p. 135 
ll~ 
There has, in fact, been a significant transformation of 
the American marlret, because of the very significant rise in 
purchasing power. The central fact about this new market is 
the huge new moneyed middle income class (including more than 
one third of all the spending units in the country) Middle 
class doesn't mean middle income exactly; it refers usually to 
white collar workers, but the terms have become mixed in this 
country because of the greater social mobility. The source 
of income for the new prosperity has become wages and salaries 
rather than the profits of shopkeepers, and the increase in 
number of white collar workers has not been very great (eight 
million in 1929 to eleven million in 1954). The number of 
people in professional employment has doubled since 1929, but 
this group is no longer mostly self-employed; about 60% are 
salaried employees. Of the . five million managers and 
proprietors even, only one half work for themselves. 65 The 
fact that so many of today 1 s middle incomes are in the form 
of wages and salaries indicates an increased stability which 
is almost as significant as the general increase itself. 
This stability means a greater feeling of security for the 
consumer which, coupled with greater purchasing power, should 
contribute to a greater autonomy. · The consumer will at least 
have a greater opportunity to develop judgment in making 
h i d . i 66 pure as ng ec1s ons. 
65 "rrhe Rich Middle Income Class", Fortune (May, 1954), 
pp. 94-98. 
66 Foote, "The Autonomy of the Consumer'~, pp. 17-19. 
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There are, of course, a great variety of events and 
conditions in addition to the economic ones that act on 
different occasions to encourage or discourage, and sometimes, 
to effectively restrict, enrollment in . higher education. 
National emergencies, for example, or difficult conditions at 
home may compel students to remain away from college whether 
they want to or not. To attempt to trace the relationship 
between all the factors that could possibly have an effect on 
enrollment would be just about impossible. "No study has 
ever been made to show the precise effect of such factors." 67 
Motivation would seem to be the most difficult aspect of 
demand to trace because almost anything could influence it. 
It cannot be assumed that most or all of the conflicting 
attitudes toward education will cancel each other out in a 
large group of people either, because they are not caused by 
randomly occurring influences. ~he accumulated influences 
that cause one individual to act as he does are quite likely 
to be approximated in other individuals because of the highly 
developed means of mass communication in this country and our 
68 
rather standardized ways of life. This £imilarity in 
effect forms the basis for a means of measuring the influence 
of a given variable. A sample of persons who have been 
subject to the influence of a variable are identified and 
67 Ernest c. Miller "Enrollment Trends", Current Problems 
in Higher Education, (October, 1947), p. 27. 
68 Katona, Economic Psychology, p. 158. 
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tneir attitude toward higher education is determined in one 
way or another. The effects of several variables such as 
occupation, scholastic ability, sex, race, religion, and 
geographical location have been traced with this sample 
interview method, using the number or percent of applica-
tions from each group as an indication of interest and some 
of the results are included here. 
The Elmo Roper survey mentioned previously round that 
the most critical influences bearing on the question of 
whether a person will apply for admission to an institution 
or higher learning were family backgrounds and scholastic 
ability (as measured by class standing in secondary school). 69 
Actually scholastic ability and father's occupation are 
interre.lated as shown in Table LXVII. The influence of these 
two factors on applications is seen in Table LXVIII. It 
appears that the father's occupation is an even more important 
factor than quintile rating especially in the upper socio-
economic levels. 
p. 
p. 
TABLE LXVII 
"Correlation of Academic Achievement with70 Father's Occupation." (National Sample) 
Father's Occupation 
Percent of Children 
in 1st Quintile 
Professional Men & Executives 
White Collar Workers 
Small Business Proprietors 
Service Trades 
Factory Workers 
69 American Council on Education, 
16. 
70 American Council on Education, 
39. 
On 
On 
35 
26 
24 
18 
16 
Getting 
Getting 
Into College, 
Into College, 
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TABLE LXVIII 
"Percent of' Students by Quintile Distribution 
and Father's Occupation Who Applied 
for Admission, 1947."71 
Father's Occupation QI QII QIII, IV 
Professional and Executive 89% 78% 60% 
Small Business Ownership 72 52 36 
White-collar Workers 63 55 33 
The Service Trades 41 30 16 
Farming 42 24 14 
Factory Work and the like 39 24 15 
Total 
74% 
48 
46 
24 
22 
21 
The variable "father's occupation" used in Tables LXVII 
and LXVIII is one of' three means for testing the presence of' 
"family background"; the other two are "educational attainment 
of' parentsn and "religious background.n All three are 
interrelated and t heir influence cannot be absolutely 
distinguished from each other. Family background includes 
such factors as: financial position, social outlook, family 
values, and class traditions, and it can be considered as a 
part of a much more intangible subject sometimes referred to 
as "socio-economic" position. 72 
~he question of socio-economic position is one of the 
most complex and elusive problems for social investigators 
to handle. Actually, there is no satisfactory index 
available, so that each particular situation has to be 
carefully studied from many angles before even approxi-
mate descriptions and comparisons can be furnished. 
It is not only that every occupational classification 
yet devised includes, for every subdivision, far too 
wide an economic range for specific definition, but 
also that several subdivisions invariably overlap. 
Nor does one fare much better with comparisons of' annual 
income, when these can be obtained, for standards of' 
living and buying power are functions of' family tradi-
tion and p73sonal or class values as well as of financial 
resources. 
71 Ibid., p. 16. 
72 Ibid., p. 21. 
73 Ibid., p. 7. 
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The importance of the father's occupation is more than 
just an ability to afford the expenses of h i gher education. 
It is true that the higher income families tend to spend a 
larger proportion of their incomes on education,74 and Table 
LXII shows a higher proportion of applicants from the 
professional and executive groups, but many of the families 
in these categories do not have the bepefit of very high 
incomes. It has been estimated, from Elmo Roper's sampling 
in 1947, that there were about three times as many children 
whose father's occupation was in the professional or execu-
tive category. 75 Another misleading aspect of this survey 
of applications is that sometimes students may claim finan-
cial necessity just as an excuse for not attending. 76 
It has been observed that a person is more apt to go to 
college if one or more of his parents have, because of family 
expectations.?? College gr~duates prevail upon their children 
to apply more than nongraduate parents do. 78 However, this 
tendency may be due to the presence of another variable, 
ability to pay, because incomes tend to be higher among 
79 
educated people. It has been found that enrollment in 
74 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 134. 
75 American Council on Education, On Getting Into 
College, p. 18. 
76 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College?, p. 75. 
77 Millett, F inancing Higher Education, p. 51. 
78 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 126. 
79 6 Ibid., p. 12 • 
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institutions of higher learning tends to rise " ••• as more 
students complete high school or as the median year of 
schooling completed by all citizens of the United States 
rises.n80 Ostheimer f'ound that" ••• an increase of one 
hear in the median year of school completed by adults (an 
increase of a little over a tenth) is associated with increase 
in the enrollment ratio of 2.6 percentage points."81 He 
computed the correlation coefficient between enrollment and 
the educational achievement of the adult population to be 
a high +0.787 (a coefficient of' 1.00 indicates perfect 
t Part V). 82 rela ion;: see 
The third most important variation in applic~tion is that 
which is due to sex. As f'ar as disinterest in higher educa-
tion is concerned, the "most consistently important group" 
was girls in general and especially daughters of the "working 
83 
class". · Although the girls had better grades in secondary 
school, they lost interest when it came to continuing into 
higher education. 84 The opinion that higher education for 
women is mainly a luxury still seems to prevail amo'ng potential 
applicants as well as their families. In time of financial 
stress, this attitude is seen to become more ef'fective and is 
noticeable, for example, in the enrollment f'igures during the 
depression period of the '30s. 85 
80 Millett, Financing Higher Education, p. 385. 
81 Ostheimer, Student Charges, p. 99. 
82 Ibid., p. 91 
83 Ibid., p. 49. 
84 Ibid., p. 17. 
85 Ibid., p. 49. 
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TABLE LXIX 
86 
"Rate of Increase in Enrollments by Sex." 
Year Total Youn8 Men Youn8 Women Ratio, Men 
1947 800 870 690 7 
1940 600 360 670 6 
1930 460 400 550 6 
1920 250 200 330 5 
1910 150 140 160 6 
1900 100 100 100 6 
\-I omen 
3 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
Another way of detecting the influence of sex on the 
demand for higre r educat-ion is to compare occupational plans 
of high school boys and girls as in Table LXIV, which also 
brings in the religious element • . 
TABLE LXX 
"Occupational Plans of High School Seniors. 1187 
Order of 
Total Preference Jews Girls 
Enginee.ring 21% same for 9% 
Business 15% 'Catholics & 26% 13% 
Medicine 10% Protestants 19% 
Teaching 23% 
"In all, four-fifths of the boys and two-thirds of their 
sisters had careers in mind for which a bachelor's degree is 
88 
prerequisite." Although the girls may not be so career 
minded, college is still an excellent way to extend a girl's 
. 89 
circle of marriageable males. It should also be noted that 
of the seventeen percent classed as .die-hards (would not apply 
86 4 Ibid., p. 9. 
148,000 menstudents. 
(1900 = 100%) In 1900: 84,000 women, 
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87 American Council on Education, On Getting Into College, 
p. 36. 
88 Ibid., p. 36. 
89 Hollinshead, Who Should Go To College, p. 64. 
even if scholastic and financial barriers were removed) the 
90 girls outnumbered the boys seven to three. 
Religion is another variable bearing on the number of 
applications. It, too, is closely interrelated with socio-
economic status, and this is recognized in Table LXXI which 
compares the percentage of applications from the most 
interested socio-economic group with those from the most 
interested religious group. 
TABLE LXXI 
"Comparison of Applications!' 91 
National 
Norm Prof-exec. 
Have applied to College 35% 73% 
Hope to go sometime 22 13 
Probably won't go at all 40 12 
Don 1 t know, or no answe~ 3 2 
For purposes of comparison, it should be noted 
Jewish 
68% 
10 
21 
1 
that one 
third of the protestants included in the Roper sample made 
' 92 
application and only about one quarter of the Catholics . 
The fact that there were so many applicants of the Jewish 
faith seems to be related to the fact that more Jewish 
graduates were found to be in the higher income brackets 
('rables However, the fact that three fourths 
of the Jewish applicants in Roper's urban sample were children 
of recent immigrants indicates that many may not be too well 
93 
off economically. 
90 American Council on Education, On GettinB Into College, 
p. 36. 
91 Ibid., p. 49. 
92 Ibid., p. 12. 
93 Ibid., p. 48. 
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Tables LXXII and LXXIII serve to illustrate the differ-
ences in interest and ability to meet college requirements be-
tween regions and between residential areas. Also, the 
figures reflect to some extent the relative availability of 
institutions of hi&her learning. 
Notice the greater number of graduates that come from the 
Northeast as compared with the population from that section, 
and also the greated number of applications. The percent of 
graduates who come from the Northeast in Table LXVI doesn 1 t 
seem to be consistent with the number of enrollments from that 
section in Table LXVII, but that is probably due to the greater 
competition for admittance to the privately controlled, high 
prestige institutions which are more prevalent in the Northeast. 
The Northeast applicants are apparently able to gain admittance 
to institutions in other sections. 
TABLE LXXII 
"Distribution of Population and Graduates."94 
Northeast 
Midwest 
South 
West 
Size of To-vm: 
.500,000 
100,000 to 
25,000 to 
2,500 to 
less than 
The farm 
500,000 
100,000 
25,000 
2,500 
Percent of Total 
u.s. Population 
26 
30 
31 
13 
17 
12 
11 
17 
7 
36 
Percent of Graduates 
Who Came from there 
36 
34 
20 
10 
17 
12 
17 
24 
20 
10 
94 Havemann and \'>lest, They Went To College, p. 48. 
TABLE LXXI II 
"Distribution of Enrollments and Applic~tions.n95 
1940 Enrollments 1947 Applications 
Northeast 
North Central 
South 
Far \..fest 
27 
- 33 
25 
15 
40 
29 
20 
11 
Although there is no common denominator that can be used 
to calculate the amount of satisfaction people derive from 
higher education, some idea of relative satisfaction can be 
gained by comparing the amounts of money people spend on it 
in comparison with other goods and services.96 One way of 
making such a comparison is illustrated in Table LXXIV. 
Unfortunately, this table does not include expenditures 
specifically for higher education, but the classification 
"formal education" is still useful. The rate of increase for 
"f'ormal education" is one of the largest, but that is only 
because the amount spent at the poorer levels is so small. 
~he largest proportionate gain indicated in this table is in 
the consumption of food and tobacco. Theoretically, the 
market for food should decrease proportionately and spending 
on leisure time activities should increase with rising income, 
but neither of these expected trends has occurred thus far. 
95 American Council on Education, On Getting Into College, 
p. 29. 
96 Waite and Cassady, The Consumer and The Economic Order, 
p. 137. 
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TABLE LXXIV 
"Average Money Income, Expenditures, and Savings of Two or 
More Persons, in cities, by Income Class, 1944."97 
Annual Money Income After Personal Taxes 
Under 500 1000 1500 1950 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000 $500 to to to t o to to to and 
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000 over 
% of families in 1.5 5.2 5.3 10.7 •• 14.0 14.7 23.0 11.2 14.4 
each class 
Money Income 313 776 1243 1779 1950 2259 2757 3480 4408 7595 
after pers.tax 
Expenditures 887 1053 1407 1788 1877 2051 2410 2838 3439 4305 
for current 
consumption 
Food 374 434 555 701 773 797 913 1043 1150 1386 
Clothing 42 80 163 234 250 283 364 462 623 848 
Housing, fuel, 257 251 298 341 359 394 430 488 547 616 
light, refrig. 
56 Household 47 66 83 87 93 110 140 166 295 
operations 
Furnishings and 5 25 39 49 53 60 188 95 132 157 
equipment 
Automobile 16 19 29 42 52 69 105 119 177 171 
Other Transport. 7 20 26 44 46 5o 51 63 84 109 
Medical Care 62 88 94 105 105 104 123 149 190 265 
, Personal Care 21 19 33 41 43 48 56 65 84 110 
Recreation 3 15 21 46 49 55 63 82 105 137 
Tobacco 16 15 21 41 41 41 48 59 71 76 
Reading 14 13 14 18 19 22 27 31 37 43 
Formal 1 2 2 11 10 9 15 13 29 42 
Education 
Other 13 25 39 32 30 26 17 29 44 50 
Personal Taxes 2 13 32 86 119 180 270 402 559 2385 
Gifts and 26 30 47 66 73 86 119 119 203 454 
Contributions 
Net Savings or -600 -307 -211 -75 0 122 228 523 766 2836 
Deficit 
97 
Frederick W. Jones, ed., Economic Almanac, 1953-54, 
(New York, 1953), p. 432. 
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TABLE LXXV 
Personal Consumption Expenditures98 
1952 1951 1950 1949 1948 1947 1946 1945 1944 1943 
Food & Tobacco 77.8 73.7 65.6 63.1 63.9 60.5 53.7 45.9 41.5 37.9 
% 35.6 35.4 33.7 35.0 35.9 36.5 36.6 37.3 37.2 37.1 
Clothing,Acces-
sories,jewelry 25.2 24.6 23.1 23.0 24.2 23.1 22.4 20.2 18.1 16.3 % 11.6 11.8 11.9 12.7 13.6 13.9 15.2 16.5 16.2 15.9 
Personal Care 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.7 
% ],..6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 
Housing 24.0 21.9 20.2 18.1 16.5 14.6 13.0 12.2 11.7 11.1 
% 11.0 10.5 10.4 10.0 9.3 8.8 8.8 9.9 10.5 10.9 
Household Oper.27.6 27.3 26.4 23.5 24.5 22.7 19.0 14.9 13.5 12.7 
% 12.7 13.1 13.6 13.0 13.8 13.7 12.9 12 .1 12 .1 12 . 1+ 
Medical Care & 
De ath expenses 10.9 10.2 9.5 8.9 8.5 ~ .8 7.0 5.9 5.6 5.0 
% 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.8 4-7 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.9 
Personal Bus. 10.0 9.2 8.7 7.6 7.0 6.2 5.5 4.8 4.4 4.1 
% 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.2 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.0 
Transportation 22.5 22.1 22.6 19.3 16.9 14.9 11.6 6.7 5.9 5.6 
% 10.3 10.6 11.6 10.7 9.5 9.0 7.9 5.1+ 5.3 5.5 
Recreation 11.7 11.3 11.3 10.3 10.0 9.7 8.9 6.3 5.6 4.9 
% 5.4 5.3 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.9 6.1 5.1 5.0 4.8 
Private Educa- 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 
tion & Research 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Reli gious and 
1.8 1.6· 1-Jelfare act. 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.1+ 
% 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.3 
Foreign Travel 
o.8 & Remittances 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.0 0.7 1.6 1.0 0.6 
% 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 1.3 0.9 o.5 
r:rotal Consump-
t ion Expendi-
tures 218.1 2)8.119+.6 180.6 171.9 165.6 1.+6.9 1;;3.1 m.6 102.2 
% 100.0 etc. 
98 Jones, ed., Economic Almanac 1953-54, p. 433. "Personal 
Consumption Expenditures consist of the market value of purchases 
of goods and services by individuals and nonprofit institutions 
and the value of food, clothing , housing, and financial services 
received by them as income in kind-it includes the rental value 
of owner-occupied houses but does not include purchases of 
dwellings which are classified as capital goods. 11 (Table 
continues to 1929.) 
% 
~here is a good possibility that some leasure time 
activi t y may suddenly skyrocket; for example, the home 
workshop fad.99 Services in general, including education, 
religion, and social welfare have remained about the same 
proportionately. 
Years 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
TABLE LXXVI 
Expenditures for Higher Education100 
(In millions of dollars) 
A B 
Total Personal Expenditure for Consumption Hi gher Education 
Expenditure 
$ 78,952 $219 
70,968 242 
61,333 251 
49,306 227 
46,392 205 
51,894 213 
56,289 228 
62,616 242 
67,259 249 
64,641 256 
67,578 267 
71,881 280 
81,875 288 
89,748 312 
100,541 366 
109,833 404 
121,699 41.5 
146,617 501 
164,973 649 
177,609 715 
180,.598 787 
194,026 822 
208,342 876 
218,424 935 
230,080 999 
B 
1::-
0.278 % 
0.342 
0.410 
0.46 
0.44 
0.41 
0.405 
0.386 
0.37 . 
0.396 
0.386 
0.39 
0.352 
0.348 
0.366 
0.368 
0.343 
0.343 
0.394 
0.402 
0.436 
0.423 
0.419 
0.429 
0.434 
99 Dero A. Saunders and Sanford s. Parker, "$30 Billion 
for Fun," Fortune (June, 1954), p. 115. The leisure and 
recreational market today is over t hirty million. See also: 
"'rhe Fabulous Market for Food," Fortune (October, 1953). 
10° Comput ed from: U. s. Dept. of Commerce, National 
Income, pp . 206-209. 
12.5 
The outstanding feature about the share of expenditures 
going to hig her education in Table LXX is again the very small 
percent age, but it has at least held its own and made some 
advances. Notice especially the percentage increase during 
the early thirties when tot al consumption expenditure was 
dropping. These figures do not necessarily mean that more 
hi g h e r education is being purchased, but they do mean t ha t the 
strength of demand for higher education is sufficient to cause 
people to make some sacrifices in other areas. 
There are several limitations to this budget comparison 
technique. For one thing, there is the distortion due to 
inflation-- t his effect has been reduced in Tables LXXV and 
LXXVI by the use of percentages. The significance of the 
differences between categories of g oods and services is re-
duced further b y recognizing that the same de gree of freedom 
is not possible in each case. The "necessities" of life 
have t o be provided for. Goods of approximately the same 
level of cost are compared more exactly than units of great 
difference in cost.lOl It is somewhat mis l eading to compare 
g oods and services which can be used in several capacities 
with t h ose of more limi t ed application. People seem to f ind 
it more difficult to fit the former into the ir budget because 
of the greater number of complementary subs t itutes wmi ch come 
. 102 i nto conflict with each other. 'mile higher education is 
101 l~Jaite and Cassady, The Consumer, p. 141. 
102 Norris, Consumer Demand, p. 137. 
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uniy_ue i n man y respe cts, it does h a ve ma ny differen t 
a_p_pl i cc,_ tions and i s a va ilab l e in many different forms . 
The co:rrp a r a tivel y low effe ctive dema nd for educ a tion 
shown in Ta ble s L:LGUV and L {.AV c a n not be t h e r esult o f ili c;h 
financia l r equirements be cause p eop l e spen d mo r e on severa l 
o the r c a t egor i es t ha t woul d s e em to b e l e s s r ewarding . 
Fitness r equirements { s c hola s tic, etc.) ma y b e the -· d i scouraging 
f a c tor here , but it has a lready been no t ed t h< t this ba r rier 
c an be overcome by more _p eop l e than are novr do i ne; s o. ~, ... ot i vati on a l 
f orces , there fore, s e em to be p rima rily r espons i bl e f o r the 
poo r shovdn g of h i ghe r e duce tion in these compa risons 
I n attem.pti n g t o i den ti fy an d e va l uate the cau s e s o f mo ti vation 
it be comes obvious that t~nere are a myria d nu:rnbe r of p o t en tia lly 
in1'luen t i a l f a c t or s : a n d t ha t it is nearly i m_p ossi bl e to c! i s c o ver 
i ust vvha t c om bin& t ion t n e enrollme nt recorde d. It i s thi s 
" 
bas ic un predic tab i l i ty o f . mo t i va L.i on tha t mal<:es it a very 
cri t i c e l de t e rminon t of der.J.a n ci ; tlla t is, if t he ca u ses of 
mot i vation coul d be i dentified , t he ma jor p ro bl em i n determi n i ng 
der.l&nd v,;ould be solvec because the other fa ctors c a n b e lllo r e 
ead i ly l oca t ed . ~otiva L.i on c a n be l ocate d, h oweve r , wi t h i n 
certa in limi ts . Al t 110ugh peo p l e cann ot be r e lied u pon to 
cons i sten tly a ct i n a r a ti ona l manner - a l ways selecting vvha t 
shoul d b e bes t fo r t ~l8rr~se lves. -- t he r e i s a good p robabili ty 
tha t mos t >eop le will a ct v:;itn in t he di mensi ons s et by t ne 
r equiremen ts and ena bling cond i t i ons, a dvan t ages and d i sad-
vantag e s a s ou t l i n e d i n Cnap t er s II a nd III. De via tions a v1ay 
f'rom rational behavior c an be e x_pe ctec'. to follow a 
pa t t ern se t by a few p ri iicipal f' &ctor s s uc h &s p r esented 
i n Glle.p t e r IV. T11e mo s t i mpor tan t o f -chese fa c tors i s 
a pparently " ublic op iniontt or "family influence" o r 
" f am i l y bs ckgr ound"; a ll t h r ee terms r e ferin g essen t i a lly 
to t he same t h i ng . 
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Abs tra ct 
'l'ne p rimary objective i s to f i nd t he mo s t effe c tive 
inf luences on t he deman d fo r h i gher ed.uce tion . To do s o i t 
i s nece ssa ry to a tt.emp t to measure t h e effe c t o f sev e r a l 
fE• c t ors on en roLLment, but the r e a re so man y d i ff i cul t i es 
i n -;.rol ve d the t a mea suremen t of t i1e q_uan ti t.y of demand i s 
i mpracti ca l. 
:tiig l1er educa tion i s an e sp ec i ally involved typ e of servi ce , 
not only beca use it i s he l d oj) a rt from t he u su a l marke t 
con di tions , but be cause of its g r ea t diversity and the f h ct 
that it i s o i'fered for sal e i n sev era l d i f ferent ways , to 
dire ct conswners s uc h as studen t s and i nd irect consumers iNho 
do not use t he service s thems e lves bu t h e l p p a y for t hem be ca us e 
t l1ey a r e believed be nefi cial t o the commu:.n. i t y . li·luch of thi s 
comp l exi ty i s a vo i ded by omi t tin g l a r g e a reas such as the de _an d 
by indire c t consumers and the d i fferen c es in deu and f'o r d i f·fere n t 
t yp e s of ins titution s , cour se o ff ering s , a n d de gree progranlS . 
i\l1 at t empt i s made, .nowe v e r, to at l east i den tify as ma ny 
differen t a spe cts of the demand p ic tur e as p o ss i ble. 
Der:1aiHi c a nno t be measur e d dire ctly, so enrol lmen t :Ls use d 
as rep r e s enting effec t ive demand VII.O.ile _p o t enti&l demand i s 
explore d by i den t.ifying t he cump onents of demand a n d r e l aL. ing 
them t o enrollment a::; a rrieans of' Ii easurine; t ne ir effe c ti v en e ss . 
JJemana i s dependent e r1_ual l y on mo tiva ti on and the abili-r.y 1:.0 
mee t re c1u i r emen ts. l iHO -r.i va t ion can be s u bdivided in to rationa l 
a n d irra t l onal e l ements, while abili ty dep ends on the n a ture 
of the re q_uiremen ts and condition s t ha t en& ble t h e c onsUilJ.e r 
to o v e rc ome these r equiremen ts. rl either ability nor mo tivat i on 
c a n be ffieasured ver y accurate l y . In t he case of a bility , eac h 
lJ erson llc. s ciif't e ren t nee ds, a n d s o everyone does not r e ceive 
the same degr ee o f ass istance tram a particu l a r enabl i ng 
condition - such a s i ncome . I n the case o f mo tiva tion, t he re 
is no common denomina tor to measure sa tisfc.:. ction obta i n abl e 
from l1ig her eo_u ca tion , a n d p eop l e are inf l uences unpre dic ta bly 
by events a n d circums tances . 
Two types o f r equiremen t .s e re cons i dered : f inanc i a l an d 
l e vel of :fitness . Fina ncia l r t;quirements llEtVe been i n c reasi ng , 
but so he_s tne a bility to mee t t Hem • .h.Ctually, living ex=' enses 
are t he la rges ~ costs for s tudents, but -r.h~J are av~i ded by 
l are;e numbers of' students who live a t home in s tea d of on t ne 
c a_rnp us . S tucen t fees are u sed , therefore , to r ep r esent t ne 
financ i a l b&rr i e r because they are con~mon to a ll i ns titutio ns . 
In tile saLle manner , i n co.me has b een u s eo_ ·as a measure of abi lity 
t o mee t 1'inancia l r e qui rements . n. l t hougn s everal of .t he othe r 
f i n ancia l enabl i n g condi ti ~ ns ar e a lso di s c us s e d . In gen e r a l, 
it \~' a s foun d t l:1a t, a l~.no-J.gh fees 11ave been increa sing , t h e 
finan cia l barrier has become le ::> s ~ffec tive. Income was foun d 
t o be a more effective influence on demand t han fe es . 
A unique c na r &c teri stic of highe r educa tion i s i ts 
selec~ivity of customers for in addi~ion to stu dent fe es 
t11ere are also scholastic anci soc i a l req_uir mnen ts. 
"lvnougn there is eviaence of some d i s criminati on , ~11.ese 
otner requirements do not appreciably close tne market to 
anyone willing &na able to e 11 ter. Th e scno l a stic barr i er 
may be a difficult one for many t o ove r come , but it is 
rea sonable to expe c t that a linost twice as mc.ny mo r e p eople 
ge t tarough as do now. 
vvnEt t ever t11e re'{ui reme n cs or enabling c on ditions may be , 
the fina l de c isiun to ap p l y for tl i gner educati on depend s on 
t he ind ividua l -- on motivation and othe r factors that 
i nflu enc e h i s de cis i on to buy . Chap ter III at t em; ts to 
outline Lne r~tiona l basis for tnis mo tivation by identify ing 
ana evaluat i ng many of the adva ntages and d i sadvantesr-: s to 
n.i gne r education . 0evera l p oss i ble typ es of advantag es are 
recogn ized but tne~e are omi v0ed e xce_lJ t for fina ncia l re·;;a rds 
because t hey dea l with non - e conomic values and cannot be 
measured &swell as financi a l rewards •• '1- lso, the l E, t.te r 
secdG to be a mo re co~um.on reas()Il for seek ing collet;e credit . 
J<~conomic benef' i t s dep end on ernp l oyme n t op.i_) o r tun i t i es now 
and. i n t h e future , and tl1e se de~ end on the forces of demand 
an d supp ly in tlle l abor market . 'i'ne ma r k et i s d i s cussed 
along \Vi th tt1e r e sultin f_'; 2mp l oymen t d i s tribution and financial 
r Envards. The SU.Jp ly of eciuco.ted peoy; l e threatens to exceed 
the demand fo r the1:1 e «c ep t t hEl t technolog i ca 1 lJrogre ss p ro!:'tises 
to provide mo r e and more op enings fo r h i ghl y t ra ined people. 
Compe tition f or Jc.t1e bes t p o s itions has sti mulated mo re peop l e 
to seek h i gher educat i on , G.nd there i s a mo re extens ive 
d i s tribution of t he college trained into a ll pnC:tses of 
bus iness and in du stry. 'rl1e only log i cal basis for c: i ffer-
entiati on in salari es and wages i s rel at ive scarcity , but 
d i fferences pers i st because of the f a ilure of Bnough peop l e 
to forsee the scarcities tha t deve lop and because of t h e 
obstacles to t aKing advantage of them. Differences in 
earning p owe r are found t;o exi.st be t 1J,'een d i f1'eren t ca te t;o ri e s 
of graduates f'or reasons a ppa rently unrelated to their Droduct-
ivity or re l a tive scarcity . I n gerte ral, the financia l a ava n~age s 
::>eem to outvie i c:.n tl:le d i sad.vants g es especially i f t he t i me 
reLJ.u iremen ts are discoun t ed . 
I n j_:JE:l rt I V it i s recognized that a ll of the p rece di ng 
ans l ysis concerning the reasons vvhy deman d should exi st rnay 
p lay but c. mi no r part under actua l conditions because J_Jeol:.Jle 
canno-c; be aepsrwe d on to behav e in a l ogica l manner . 'l 'ne l a ck 
of &d equa t e del i bera tion i s pa r t i a lly a result of i nsuffic i ent 
time and i nformation ava ilabl e to the indivi dual, bu t i t i s 
ma inly due to tlle vici ssitudes of human n a ture. 
'rhe s tronges t pre::.;sure bearing on mo tivation i s public 
op i nion . It. i s p rob&bly the key factor i n determi n i ng the 
des ire fo r h i g11er ec1uca tion . Public opin i on i n the Un i te(i 
Ststes has be e n charscteristically anti - scnolasti c, but 
t rrere i s a p ossibility t 11G t this opinion has been i mp rovi n g 
( becoming more favorable t.owar~ n i ghe r edu ca t,i on). 
'lne institutioiw thems e l ves a r e an im ~ ortant influence . 
si.wJ:; l:.Y becctut>e of t lle ir p r esence and becau::;e they a r e 
recogniz,e d by socie ty t.o be an acceptable me an s of p re a ring 
f o r a career and/ o r self- i m1 rovemen t. ~.;.lso , in s ti t utions of 
h i g e r earni ng as t dirt::c tly , i n varying de ~rE;e s , to encourage 
enrollments . There is a def'i. i te ne eu f'o r <.-i c t ive He:- sures , 
but t here i s a l s o a certa i n arnount o.r restr' i n t charL o t e ristio 
of e duca tional i nsti tutioas . 1l'he reaso lo 'or ch&n6es in 
student c llarges , curricul um, o r p ro~otion co e within t .. e 
a r e s. of supply , but s up.t ly mus t be a p rima r y i nfluence on 
people ' s attitudes towar ':ligner e uca tion . 
I n ado.i tion to l)Ublic o p i n ion and su jp ly Jt'a c t rs . t ere 
are an i nnume r able numbe r of even t s · nd circumstances t ha t 
c 6 affec t r otiv~ t ion -- and also affec t ena bling c onditio s 
a a r la ti ve e dvun t xges . ,- .nese ou t.s ide !'c.tc tors , or·ten tr~::a ted 
a s co 1~tan t , were especially w t iceabl e uring t he thirty 
·ea r or io i n cluded i n most of' tile f'lta :;. r esented. Viole t 
p . .Jli tica l and economic up 1eava ls accom i:l. li ed by e a l ly 
dru ·· tic cnc.n es in a ll p . a ses o f l i ving overs a owed ell 
••norll..a l " rela t lo.us be t.,Wl-Cl1 en iror en t t::1 1d de1 ·and f'or i gner 
e ciuca i )n . It i s app ropria te to i nc lude a t leas t one of tnese 
ou t.., i de o c t.ors , econoLic con itions a s repre sented y ! P . 
~~o i v·::.. t iLm i ~ !11e&;;;ured to l i 11; i t.EJd exten t by co p ri:n.g 
t he ~ J.t-.L i ca lon;:;; f' r om p eople s r ouped t cco r c i ng to so:_ f t " e 
v riE..ble susyec ted of in~nuene;in decisions to enrull . 
ALOt 1er e -cno d u:;,ed fo1· met..sure !_en·t l & ·t he com ari so. o l" t h e 
amolli"l t of inco":•e ·c.na t peop le have spent on different goods 
and oervi ceo including educa tion. 
I n conclu.:>ion i t can be stated t mt \..ohe factors t a t 
i n1"l uence m, t ivation 1. ost ef.fectively ( public o · i ion 
es~E. c ially) are t he mos "t sie;n i fican t i nflu Jnc on the demand 
for n i · e r e c uch tion . 'J:'hei r influence, however , is limited 
to t l1e arJa set by r equi rements and enabl i ng conrlitions , a nd 
are _ ... ot likely to exc ,ed t h e 1· mi t s se t by t l1e actual 
a dv& t ages &n - ~ i sadvan tages o f t!1e e uc a tio al service . 
